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Summary  

Background: Due to the growing number of old aged persons in Germany and other countries 

the question arises how old aged persons can be described representatively in surveys. In this 

work old aged people are defined as persons above and including the age of 80 years. Old 

age describes a population that, due to limited health, a higher prevalence rates of dementia 

and a substantial part of the population living in nursing homes, is not only hard to survey. 

Additionally, constructs that are difficult to measure such as elder abuse become of greater 

importance when other resources diminish which is more common in old age. A theoretical 

framework that was formed to improve survey quality and enables discussions about possible 

survey errors is the Total Survey Error framework.  

Objective: Using the Total Survey Error framework it is examined how the constructs of elder 

abuse, dementia and multimorbidity can be assessed in representative samples of the old age.  

Results: Regarding representativity the presented papers show, that the inclusion of the 

nursing home population, people with dementia and proxy informants enhances the 

representativity of the survey and reduce non-response bias. On the other hand the inclusion 

of these hard to survey groups can lead to higher measurements errors. Measurement 

invariance is not established between proxy and self-reports in reports of elder abuse leading 

to an exclusion of proxy interviews in measurements of elder abuse. By reweighting the 

resulting non-response bias is reduced.  

Discussion: Inclusion of hard to survey groups can increase measurement errors while their 

exclusion increases sampling, frame and non-response errors. Presented methods that 

moderate these kinds of errors are reweighting the survey and separate analyses and 

presentation of subpopulations of the survey. The latter can allow to optimize measurements 

in subpopulations but may not yield a common estimator for the whole population. 
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1 Introduction 

This dissertation centres around problems of representative research among the oldest old who 

are in this case defined as people of and above the age of 80 years. While the size of this age 

group is constantly increasing, more and more people are hard to survey due to various health 

reasons. Therefore, the difficulties of gerontological research in surveying the oldest old become 

of a greater societal significance. This thesis puts a special focus on dementia, multimorbidity, 

and elder abuse as examples for constructs that are difficult to survey.  

The thesis comprises five articles. The first paper directly focuses on hard-to-survey groups and 

weighs advantages and disadvantages of the inclusion of these groups. Two papers focus on 

experiences of elder abuse and present the Elder Abuse and Emotional Consequences Scale 

(EACS), report 12-month prevalence rates of different forms of elder abuse, and explore 

consequences and risk factors of elder abuse. For this thesis, the reported influence of different 

survey settings on reported elder abuse, like third persons present during the interview, and ways 

to cope with these limitations are of greater importance. The fourth paper presents different 

aspects of quality of life and examines relationships between resources and life results in the 

oldest old. The last paper concentrates on frequent diseases as well as multimorbidity and its 

impact on functioning, autonomy, and life satisfaction in old age. The theoretical framework of the 

Total Survey Error is used for a structured reflection around the underlying questions of how to 

survey the oldest old and which advantages and disadvantages should be weighed against each 

other. 

All articles in this thesis used data of the first sample of the NRW80+ study which will briefly be 

introduced hereinafter. The NRW80+ study is the first representative study on the quality of life of 

the oldest old in North Rhine-Westphalia. The gross sample of the NRW80+ study was collected 

through residents’ registration offices. Data was collected through face-to-face interviews 

conducted in North Rhine-Westphalia between August 2017 and February 2018. The survey 

instrument centres around psychological, sociological, and ethical constructs while also gathering 

some medical data. Wherever target persons could not participate in the interview due to health 

reasons, the interview could be conducted with a proxy informant who answered on behalf of the 

target person. The realized sample consists of 1863 persons, with 176 interviews being performed 

with proxy informants. Table 1 displays the realized interviews in different age and sex groups 

(Brix et al., 2018). Furthermore, the CHAPO framework (Neise et al., 2019; Wagner et al., 2018) 

was developed as a theoretical framework for ordering and classifying the examined constructs.  

Women Men 

80-84 years 85-89 years 90+ years 80-84 years 85-89 years 90+ years 

344 326 266 384 299 244 
Table 1 Unweighted realized interviews of the first wave of the NRW 80+ sample 

Further details of the sampling, data collection, and achieved sample are published elsewhere 

(Hansen et al., 2021). An overview of the final weighted sample is presented in Table 2 (ibid.). 

To start with, the thesis provides an introduction of terms and concepts that will be used hereafter. 

At first, the term “old age” and other synonyms for this group are presented and related concepts 

like the CHAPO framework are introduced. This is followed by a brief introduction of the concepts 

of dementia, elder abuse, and multimorbidity, complemented by an introduction of the term 

“representativity” and the Total Survey Error framework. The subsequent chapter uses the Total 
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Survey Error framework as a background sheet and evaluates difficulties in the examination of 

people with dementia, elder abuse, and multimorbidity in large scale surveys. Finally, the five 

papers which are relevant for this thesis are presented; they will also be discussed in the last 

chapter.  

 

 

Table 2 Description of the weighted NRW 80+ sample (Hansen et al., 2021) 
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2 Terms and Concepts 

In order to talk about representativity in old age, some basic terms and concepts need to 

introduced first. This chapter introduces the basic concepts and terms for this thesis, provides 

definitions, and presents scientific literature on the empirical concepts presented. It begins with 

an introduction of the term “old age”. The constructs of dementia, elder abuse, and multimorbidity 

which are particularly relevant for this work are subsequently presented. This is followed by a brief 

introduction into the concept of representativity and a showcase of R-Indicators as a concept for 

the assessment of representativity.  Furthermore, the Total Survey Error framework is introduced 

as a theoretical framework to describe survey quality.  

2.1 Old Age 

Globally, the demographic group of elderly people is growing fast (United Nations, 2021). Thus, 

it is necessary to look at the scientifical meaning of the term “old age” as well as at important 

concepts that are used to describe old age. Afterwards, the chapter continues with examples and 

introduces three concepts that are of increasing importance in the field of old age: dementia, elder 

abuse, and multimorbidity. 

2.1.1 Definitions of Old Age 

It is well understood that heterogeneity increases in most areas of human behaviour, health, or 

resources along the life span (Ferrucci & Kuchel, 2021). Generally, with the exception of 

laboratory markers, the observation that older age cohorts exhibit greater heterogeneity remains 

valid (Nguyen et al., 2021). Similarly, to this heterogeneity in the population, there is also a 

heterogeneity of terms and concepts designating the oldest age group. Examples of the labelling 

of the oldest age group comprise “old age”, “oldest old”, “fourth age”, “disabled elderly”, “advanced 

old age”, “the very old”, or “very old age group” (Kydd et al., 2020). Kydd et al. (2020) analyse 48 

papers on the oldest age groups for the use of terms describing this group. They find the most 

commonly used terms to be “oldest old” or “oldest old adults” (31 mentions) as well as phrases 

using the word “very” as in “very old”, “very elderly”, or “very old adults” (12 mentions). Regardless 

of the term used, the problem remains: Each of the terms can be used with the purpose of ageism. 

Therefore, Kydd et al. (2020) propose to instead utilise terms that describe age bands of ten 

years, such as “septuagenarians” or “octogenarians”, as these have a universal meaning and also 

avoid ageist connotations. However, the groups described in this thesis contain octogenarians, 

nonagenarian, and centenarians. Naming all three groups individually is linguistically complicated; 

therefore, the term “oldest old” is preferred in this thesis, as it is generally the most used term.  

Degnen (2007) points out that the underlying question of all these different conceptualizations is 

whether chronological age or some form of functioning and ability should be the most reliable 

frame of reference. Defining old age via some level of (often impaired) functioning has the 

advantage of reducing heterogeneity in the referenced group. This, in turn, allows for specifically 

tailored instruments (Lord, 1968) as well as more precise descriptions, because the reduced 

heterogeneity leads to reduced standard errors (Bortz & Schuster, 2010; Leonhart, 2009). 

Reduced standard errors also correspondent to a higher statistical power (Bortz & Schuster, 2010; 

Kieser, 2018), which is especially important in old age, where study effects are often smaller 

(Brydges, 2019) and standard deviations are often underestimated (Chen et al., 2013).  
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Besides these methodological arguments, some gerontologists point out that a definition focusing 

on biological-medical, psychologic, or social functioning facilitates research questions around the 

topic of achieving a good or successful age.  

(…) the research question needs to be broadened from a primary focus on outcomes; that 

is, from: ' What is successful ageing?' to include 'How do people age successfully?' or 

'What are the processes that allow for mastery of goals in old age?' We suggest that 

understanding the processes that people use to reach their goals under increasing 

limitations in resources, be they social, psychological or biological, will lead to additional 

insights and progress in the field. (Baltes & Carstensen, 1996, p. 399) 

However, definitions of old age as the fourth or often (un-)successful age imply categories in 

which ageing processes have been (un-)successful. In 1997, Rowe and Kahn already proposed 

a concept of successful ageing known as the McArthur model that contains three main 

components: 1) low probability of disease and disease-related disability, 2) high cognitive and 

physical functional capacity, and 3) active engagement with life. While this is the most commonly 

used definition of dimensions of successful ageing (Plugge, 2021), the choice of dimensions is 

not self-evident – more than 100 variations of the original model have been proposed (Rowe & 

Kahn, 2015). For example, Foo et al. (2019) recently proposed epigenetic age, brain age, 

cardiovascular age, renal age, endocrine age, and musculoskeletal age as dimensions of medical 

age, and cognitive age and emotional age as dimensions of psychologic age. However, there is 

no generally accepted list of dimensions. Regardless of the dimensions proposed, the main issue 

remains: Either these dimensions have to be considered equally important or they have to be 

ranked (Baltes & Carstensen, 1996).  

A solution to this problem seems to be a flexible definition of success outcomes. Success 

can be defined by different authorities (e.g. individual, peer group, society, scientific 

theory), by different criteria of assessment (e.g. subjective vs. objective) and by different 

norms (e.g. functional, statistical, ideal norm). (Baltes & Carstensen, 1996, p. 404) 

In the context of representative research on the very old, it should also be pointed out that Rowe 

& Kahn have conceived three categories of the old-aged population, namely successful agers 

(10%), normal agers (80%), and pathological agers (10%). Some empirical studies such as 

LebenDig (Lang et al., 2019) focus primarily on the fit and successful agers and consequently do 

not allow for representative statements. Their results can, hence, not easily be applied to the 

entire population.  

An important extension of the McArthur model, especially in the context of research on the very 

old, was published by Tesch-Römer and Wahl (2017), who “see it as a major limitation that Rowe 

and Kahn's model is not able to cover the emerging linkage between increasing life expectation 

and aging with disability and care needs” (ibid., 310). They have expanded the model by including 

people who grow old with disabilities and care needs. One major finding in empirical research on 

the oldest old is that people can maintain a high life satisfaction in spite of objectively bad health 

or living conditions (Puvill et al., 2016), or, as Baltes and Carstensen (1996) put it, “what is 

considered successful according to functional norms might not meet with ideal norms, nor square 

with statistical norms.” (Baltes & Carstensen, 1996, p. 399). 

The alternative approach to defining old age based on functioning is the definition based on 

chronological age. At first glance, a definition of old age based on chronological age offers a more 

distinct differentiation between old and non-old age. However, here too, there are many different 
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classifications. Kydd et al. (2020) identify the age groups of 75 and above, 80 and above, 85 and 

above, 90 and above, 90 to 100, and 100 and above to describe the old-aged population. Among 

those, the definition of 85 and above is most used, followed by the definition of 80 and above. But 

although calendrical age is an objective criterion, its meanings can differ for subpopulations. For 

example, age-specific prevalence rates for diseases like dementia (Alzheimer Europe, 2019), 

osteoporosis (Burge et al., 2007), or multimorbidity in general (Marengoni et al., 2011) vary 

between the two sexes. Some kind of cultural sensibility is also evident: An 80-year-old Sudanese 

woman ages in a very different welfare state and a very different healthcare system than an 80-

year-old German woman. However, the data used in this thesis has been collected in North Rhine-

Westphalia, Germany, so at least the welfare systems are to some extend comparable among 

study participants.  

In this text, the terms “oldest old” and “old age” are used most frequently based on a demographic 

definition of old age that includes all persons aged 80 and above. Against the background of this 

work, which focuses on representative research on the very old, this approach seems to be the 

most appropriate since functional definitions of old age do not include the whole population. 

Old age has already been identified as a life stage that is characterized by high heterogeneity in 

relevant constructs. Although a dedifferentiation of the covariance of some constructs has been 

observed (i.e. cognitive and sensory constructs (Lindenberger, 2000), but also brain morphology 

(Aboud et al., 2019)), ageing cannot be described with just a few constructs, especially in old age; 

it is rather seen as a multidimensional (Balachandran & James, 2019; Rivadeneira et al., 2021), 

process that can only be described by numerous scientific disciplines (Hank et al., 2019). The 

challenges and potentials (CHAPO) model of quality of life in very old age offers a possible 

ordering of age-related constructs centring around quality of life (Neise et al., 2019; Wagner et 

al., 2018). It expands Veenhoven’s (2013) model of the four qualities of life to seven different 

areas. On the horizontal line, an environment-person continuum (from left to right) is intended to 

distinguish between the liveable environment and the life-ability of a person, while on the vertical 

axis, life chances (distinguished between “reference standards” above and “actual conditions” 

below) and life results are presented.  
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Figure 1 The CHAPO model (Hansen et al., 2021) 

Life results can be distinguished between appreciation by others, successful life conduct, and 

appreciation of one’s own life. This classification results in seven areas: 1) reference standards 

for the liveable environment, such as dominating societal values or images of old age, 2) reference 

standards for the life-ability of the person, such as the subjective image of age or awareness of 

age-related change, 3) environmental conditions or opportunity structures, such as the welfare 

state or living conditions, 4) personal resources, skills and competencies, i.e. physical, 

psychological or functional health and health competence, 5) appreciation by others, such as 

societal status of aged persons, 6) successful life conduct that leads to a good embeddedness in 

society, and 7) appreciation of one’s own life, i.e. life satisfaction. However, the presented 

examples are not exhaustive. For instance, nearly any health-related outcome or disease can be 

seen as a limiting factor to personal resources and therefore life-chances; at the same time, it can 

also be considered the result of a life conduct that avoids or accepts risk factors and therefore as 

a life result. Furthermore, the CHAPO model does not directly describe mechanisms of ageing, 

but merely presents a possible structure and framework for different research areas and findings 

(Neise et al., 2019).  

2.1.2 Constructs in Old Age 

Some constructs that are relevant for the description of old age have already been listed. The 

topics of dementia, elder abuse, and multimorbidity, which are of greater importance for this work, 

are described in more detail in the following chapter. While these three topics do not allow for a 

description of old age in its entirety, they are of increased importance for the concept of 

representativity and the scope of this thesis. 
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2.1.2.1 Dementia 

Dementia describes a group of diseases that result in reduced cognition and among which 

Alzheimer's disease is the most common. The Alzheimer Europe report on estimates for dementia 

prevalence states that 4.1 million people in the 80+ age group suffer from dementia in Europe in 

2018 and estimates 4.6 million cases in 2025 (own calculation based on Alzheimer Europe 

(2019)).  

According to the tenth version of the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and 

Related Health Problems (ICD-10), dementia is defined as:  

(…) a syndrome due to disease of the brain, usually of a chronic or progressive nature, in 

which there is disturbance of multiple higher cortical functions, including memory, thinking, 

orientation, comprehension, calculation, learning capacity, language, and judgement. 

Consciousness is not clouded. The impairments of cognitive function are commonly 

accompanied, and occasionally preceded, by deterioration in emotional control, social 

behaviour, or motivation. This syndrome occurs in Alzheimer disease, in cerebrovascular 

disease, and in other conditions primarily or secondarily affecting the brain (World Health 

Organization, 2019). 

For a diagnosis of dementia according to ICD-10, disturbances of memory, thinking, and 

emotional control must be present over a period of six months. The disorder must not be caused 

by other diseases (Gutzmann & Zank, 2005). 

In the ICD-11, dementia was at first not described as a syndrome but rather as multiple 

independent diseases of the nervous system (Sathyanarayana Rao et al., 2017). This triggered 

an intensive international debate as there was a fear of negative consequences for diagnosis and 

treatment in low- and middle-income countries (Gaebel et al., 2018; Sathyanarayana Rao et al., 

2017). Finally, the debate ended in maintaining the concept of a syndrome in the ICD-11 chapter 

on mental, behavioural or neurodevelopmental disorders and locating the aetiology of the 

underlying diseases in the ICD-11 chapter on “diseases of the nervous system” (Gaebel et al., 

2018; World Health Organization, 2022).  

According to ICD-10, dementia describes a complex of symptoms which originate from various 

diseases. As the discussion on the positioning of dementia in the ICD-11 has shown, there is 

currently no complete and undisputed classification of these diseases. However, one way to 

classify different types of dementia is that on a first level primary and secondary dementia are 

distinguished. Primary dementia diseases are based on brain-organic damage that can be 

attributed to a disease of the brain itself and are usually not reversible (Doblhammer-Reiter, 2012; 

Engel, 2006). The most common primary dementias are Alzheimer's dementia, vascular 

dementia, dementia associated with Parkinson's disease and Lewy body disease, and 

frontotemporal dementia. In secondary forms of dementia, cognitive symptoms occur as a result 

of other diseases or injuries that do not primarily affect the brain (Doblhammer-Reiter, 2012). They 

can be reversible if the underlying disease is cured (for example in the case of malnutrition). The 

identification of dementia forms and subsequent estimates of their frequency are limited, in part 

because of the frequent occurrence of mixed forms. However, one possible distribution estimates 

Alzheimer’s dementia accounts for 60% of primary dementia, with vascular and Lewy body 

dementia making up 15% and frontotemporal and other types of dementia 5% of primary dementia 

(Mahlberg & Gutzmann, 2009). 
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The most important risk factor for dementia is age (Abbott, 2011). In the age group of 80 to 84, 

the prevalence of dementia is approximately 12%, and increases to approximately 41% in the age 

group of 90+. The gender-dependent presentation of prevalence (see  Figure 2 and Figure 3) also 

shows that women suffer more frequently from dementia than men. As a result of demographic 

change, the number of people with dementia in Europe is expected to increase to approximately 

4.6 million in 2025 and to approximately 8.1 million in 2050 (Alzheimer Europe, 2019) for those 

aged 80 and above. Anstey et al. (2019) explore meta-analyses on risk factors for dementia and 

state highest evidence for cardio-vascular risk factors. Other risk factors are classified into 

demographic (i.e. education), lifestyle (i.e. diet, smoking), health (i.e. diabetes, depression), 

medication (i.e. benzodiazepines, statins), and environmental factors (i.e. pesticides).  

 

Figure 2 Prevalence of dementia in women in Europe in different age groups  (Alzheimer Europe, 2019) 
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Figure 3 Prevalence of dementia in men in Europe in different age groups (Alzheimer Europe, 2019) 

The cognitive impairments described as well as the changes in behaviour, emotional control, and 

motivation increase over the course of the disease. Alzheimer's Disease International (n.d.) 

describes the following early symptoms of dementia: memory loss, difficulty performing familiar 

tasks, problems with language, disorientation in time and place, poor or decreased judgement, 

problems with concentration, planning or organising, misplacing things, changes in mood or 

behaviour, trouble with images or spatial relationships, and withdrawal from work or social 

activities. These limitations increase in severity during the medium stage of Alzheimer’s disease 

to a degree where an independent lifestyle is no longer possible (Deutsche Alzheimer 

Gesellschaft, 2022). The severe dementia stage is characterised by a complete need for care; 

the patients are bedridden and it is usually no longer possible to communicate with them 

(Deutsche Alzheimer Gesellschaft, 2019). 

The described decline in daily living skills is accompanied by a need for assistance that is 

conducted by other people, usually both professional as well as private caregivers (Kutzleben et 

al., 2017). Caring for people with dementia entails great stress for the caring relatives (Engel, 

2006; Gutzmann & Zank, 2005; Zank et al., 2007), which usually results in the move of the person 

with dementia to a nursing home because the home care situation could no longer be maintained. 

49% of people with dementia die in nursing homes (Dasch & Lenz, 2022).  

2.1.2.2 Elder Abuse 

In comparison to dementia, research on experiences of elder abuse is rather new and arose in 

the 1960s, when research started to focus on marginalised groups (Teaster et al., 2010). In the 

course of the demographic change in the US and in Western European countries, the perception 

of elder abuse has shifted; while it used to be considered relevant only for a small group of people, 
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it is now seen as a major health problem (Dong, 2017). Elder abuse has many facets, and 

understandings and operationalisations on elder abuse range from severe criminal acts (Mulford 

& Mao, 2017) to perceived ageism (Pillemer et al., 2021). The WHO has developed a definition 

of elder abuse that encompasses these aspects and is widely accepted. It defines elder abuse as 

“a single or repeated act or lack of appropriate action, occurring within any relationship where 

there is an expectation of trust which causes harm or distress to an older person” (World Health 

Organization & Université de Genève, 2008, p. 1). Elder abuse can be of various forms, such as 

physical, verbal, psychological / emotional, sexual, and financial abuse as well as intentional or 

unintentional neglect (ibid.).  

Several meta-analyses estimate the prevalence of elder abuse. Yon et al. (2017) report an annual 

prevalence of 15% with a corresponding 95% confidence interval from 13% to 19% for elder abuse 

in community settings. The included studies show a great heterogeneity of 99% in Higgins I2 and 

a significant p-value of < 0.001 for the Q-statistic. The reported prevalence of included studies 

ranges from 0.8% (Marmolejo, 2008) to 79.7% (Silva-Fhon et al., 2015). This wide range and the 

reported heterogeneity suggest that no single definition of elder abuse was operationalised in the 

included studies. Indeed, the included studies differ on how narrow or wide they interpret violence. 

While they agree on a definition of violence or elder abuse as an “act that harms or may harm an 

elderly person” (Marmolejo, 2008, p. 88), it is not clear where harm begins. Therefore, it is 

debatable if a meta-analysis should have been performed with all included studies. Yon et al. 

(2017) further show that sample size was significantly associated with elder abuse and that 

income (high and medium vs. low) and sampling method show a questionable association (0.05 

< p < 0.1) with elder abuse. Further meta-analyses on types of abuse reveal the prevalence rates 

presented in Table 3. 

Type of abuse Annual prevalence (95% confidence interval) 

Psychological abuse 11.6% (8.1% - 16.3%) 

Financial abuse 6.8% (5.0% - 9.2%) 

Neglect 4.2% (2.1% - 8.1%) 

Physical abuse 2.6% (1.6% - 4.4%) 

Sexual abuse 0.9% (0.6% - 1.4%) 
Table 3 Annual prevalence of different types of elder abuse  (Yon et al., 2017) 

In another meta-analysis that focuses solely on population-based studies, Ho et al. (2017) 

estimate an annual prevalence of elder abuse of 10.0% (95% CI: 5.2 – 18.6). Again, a high 

heterogeneity can be observed. Higgins I2, that reflects on what proportion of the total variance 

lies between studies (Borenstein et al., 2021, p. 117), is rounded to 100%, and the p-value of the 

Q-statistic is < 0.001. Meta-regression revealed that the proportion of married older adults is a 

significant predictor of elder abuse, while a significant influence of the proportion of women in the 

sample, proportion of sample living with others, proportion of perpetrators of adult children, 

proportion of perpetrators as spouses, and proportion of abused as females could not be proven. 

Ho et al. (2017) further perform a meta-analysis on third-party- or caregiver-reported studies that 

yields results in a prevalence estimate of 34.3%.  

A further meta-analysis explores prevalence rates of elder abuse in institutional settings (Yon et 

al., 2019). Unlike in the meta-analyses presented earlier, no overall estimate of elder abuse in 

self-reports is calculated here. For self-reports, only individual prevalence estimates for each form 

of abuse as shown in Figure 4 are calculated.  
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Figure 4 Prevalence of forms of elder abuse in institutionalised settings (Yon et al., 2019) 

In institutional as well as in community-based samples, emotional forms of abuse are the most 

frequent forms of abuse. However, in institutional settings, physical forms of abuse are more 

common than in community-based samples; here, they constitute the second most frequent form 

of abuse, followed by financial abuse, neglect, and sexual abuse. 

In staff reports, the overall prevalence rate for elder abuse is 64.2%. Prevalence rates reported 

by staff are higher than those indicated in self-reports. In both forms of reporting, psychological 

abuse is the most frequent form, followed by physical abuse, financial abuse, and neglect. The 

lowest prevalence rates are observed for sexual abuse. The reported range of prevalence rates 

as well as the indicators for heterogeneity are again high. I2 ranges from 91.1% to 98.3% in self-

reports and from 93.4% to 99.1% in staff reports, and the Q-statistic yields significant p-values for 

each analysis. The observed heterogeneity makes it clear that different constructs fall under the 

uniformly used WHO definition of elder abuse. Operationalisations differ in how broadly or 

narrowly the phrase “causes harm or distress” used by the WHO is understood. Due to this 

heterogeneity, the construct of elder abuse must be further differentiated. The second and third 

papers presented in this thesis argue that the very old population is a group that requires a specific 

focus on elder abuse. To explain this further a brief overview of risk factors and theories of elder 

abuse, which follows hereinafter.  

Two reviews (Johannesen & LoGiudice, 2013; Storey, 2020) provide information about the 

evidence of known risk factors the victims of for elder abuse. Storey (2020) names eight 

categories of risk factors: 1. problems with physical health, reduced functioning in activities of 

daily ling (ADL) or instrumental activities of daily ling (IADL), 2. problems with mental health, which 

includes problems with cognition, and depression; not only the frequency but also the severity of 

abuse is associated with mental health issues, 3. problems with substance abuse, especially 

alcohol abuse, 4. dependencies between victims and perpetrators which can be of financial or 

care-related nature; they also affect case management because dependency on the perpetrator 

may affect help-seeking as well as the victim’s ability and willingness to defend oneself, 5. 

problems with stress and coping since adults reporting higher levels of stress have a greater 
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likelihood of being victims of elder abuse; this also implies consequences for case management, 

where active and problem-focused coping styles are less common, 6. problems with attitude that 

affect help-seeking, such as a desire to protect the perpetrator or stoicism, 7. victimisation, where 

people with prior experiences of victimisation are more likely to become victims of elder abuse, 

and 8. problems with relationships, especially a poor relationship between victim and perpetrator 

which increases the likelihood of elder abuse. Moreover, Johannesen and LoGiudice (2013) 

report ethnicity and the lack of a regular doctor as risk factors. They also report that evidence on 

age, gender, and education are unclear.  

Some of these risk factors are known to be more prevalent in old-aged persons. Therefore, higher 

prevalence rates for old-aged persons should be expected, although the evidence on age alone 

is unclear (Johannesen & LoGiudice, 2013). However, it is not the expected higher prevalence 

rates that cause the need for a unique approach in the research of elder abuse in the oldest old; 

it is rather the almost fatal combination of lower defence options against possible abuse, reduced 

options for seeking help and guidance in case of abuse, and difficulties regarding the accessibility 

of social science studies (Görgen, 2009).  

Research on perpetrator risk factors identify perpetrators characteristics as better predictors for 

elder abuse than victim characteristics (Roberto & Teaster, 2017). If the victim has a need for 

care, caregiver burden, caregiver inexperience, and psychiatric problems are perpetrator risk 

factors (Johannesen & LoGiudice, 2013). Generally, drug or alcohol abuse and gambling as well 

as financial difficulties, personality traits such as a blaming or anti-social personality, trauma and 

past abuse, ethnicity, and cognitive impairment are known risk factors for perpetrators (ibid.). 

Johannesen and LoGiudice (2013) report no clear evidence for gender as a risk factor. In the 

more recent review by Storey (2020), physical health problems, a negative attitude towards older 

people, and being a victim to family violence are seen as additional risk factors for perpetrators.  

Risk factors for victims and perpetrators are linked to the issue of reasons and theories of elder 

abuse. Researchers have often adapted theories from non-gerontological research on violence 

to develop theories on elder abuse  (Roberto & Teaster, 2017). Without any claim to 

completeness, three theories of elder abuse are briefly presented below. The most prominent 

theory of elder abuse is the caregiver-stress hypothesis. It states that “the high levels of stress 

experienced by the caregiver result in abuse of the dependent adult” (Roberto & Teaster, 2017, 

p. 24). Research has shown that factors strengthening the victim’s dependency on others 

contribute to all kinds of abuse (ibid.). More recently, research has also stated that the 

perpetrator’s dependency on the victim is a strong contributing factor. “Although it was initially 

theorized that most elder abuse stemmed from the older adult's dependence on the perpetrator 

and the resulting caregiver stress, empirical evidence has instead shown the reverse to be true 

(Storey, 2020, p. 5)”. However, in old age, dependencies as well as a need for care become more 

likely (Statistisches Bundesamt, 2022), which corresponds to an assumed higher prevalence of 

elder abuse in old age. The second major theory on elder abuse centres around ecological models 

relying on Bronfenbrenner’s (1986) ecological model. Bronfenbrenner’s model states that each 

individual is embedded in a variety of systems “that interact with another and with the individual 

to influence personal development and life experiences” (Roberto & Teaster, 2017, p. 25). The 

model distinguishes between microsystems, where individual factors like dementia, substance 

abuse, or disruptive behaviour of the victim or the perpetrator as well as familial variables like 

living arrangements or history of abuse can be described, the mesosystem including personals 

structures like employment status and financial resources, the exosystem comprising social 
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isolation or social support, and the macrosystem, which includes cultural norms or public policy. 

All systems undergo changes in the latest stage of live, the old age. In the macrosystem, an 

increased exposure to ageism can be observed (World Health Organization), in the mesosystem, 

institutional living becomes more likely (Statistisches Bundesamt, 2022), and in the microsystem, 

personal vulnerabilities like need for care or dementia (Alzheimer Europe, 2019) are more 

prevalent. The third theoretical framework is the feminist theory, which evolves around unequal 

economic and social resources between the two genders and may lead to women being more 

likely to stay in abusive relationships. These inequalities are particularly pronounced in old age 

(Rosenman & Scott, 2009). 

All theories of elder abuse presented here refer to life circumstances or mechanisms that are 

particularly influenced by the decline in health or economic resources associated with old age.  

Therefore, a special focus on elder abuse in old age seems to be necessary also from a theoretical 

perspective. 

In their review, Dong et al. (2013) point out that elder abuse has a severe impact on the elderly, 

including increased mortality, reduced physical health, increased risk of depression and 

depressive symptoms, anxiety, and post-traumatic avoidance (Dong et al., 2013). It has already 

been pointed out that these consequences are likely to be more pronounced in old age. This, 

thus, underlines the need for the examination of elder abuse in old age.  

2.1.2.3 Multimorbidity 

In old and very old age, an increase in diseases, especially chronic diseases, can be observed 

(Maresova et al., 2019). For people over 75 years of age, the Robert Koch Institute (RKI) lists 

high blood pressure, osteoarthritis, and elevated blood lipids as the three most common diseases 

in women, and high blood pressure, cardiovascular diseases, and osteoarthritis as the most 

common diseases in men (Robert Koch-Institut, 2015). The higher probability of individual 

diseases in older adults is accompanied by a higher probability of being affected by several 

diseases at the same time. The Berlin Ageing Study (BASE) shows that very old people are often 

affected by several chronic diseases at the same time (Steinhagen-Thiessen & Borchelt, 2010). 

The simultaneous presence of several diseases is called multimorbidity (Johnston et al., 2019). 

There is some ambiguity as to the number of diseases required to speak of multimorbidity and 

the way these diseases are assessed (Fortin et al., 2012; Ho et al., 2021).  

In the Berlin Ageing Study (Steinhagen-Thiessen & Borchelt, 2010), 18.6% of men and 27.1% of 

women aged 70 to 84 were affected by five or more diseases. In the group of people aged 85 and 

older, this increased to 40.9% (men) and 54.3% (women). While the BASE study defines 

multimorbidity as the presence of five or more diseases, more recent studies use two or three 

diseases as the cut-off criterion. In the study “Gesundheit in Deutschland aktuell” (GEDA), 

multimorbidity is defined as the presence of at least two diseases. Based on this approach, 75.4% 

of women and 68% of men between the ages of 65 and 74 were classified as multimorbid. At age 

75 or older, these numbers increased to 81.7% (women) and 74.2% (men) (Robert Koch-Institut, 

2015). This age- and gender-differentiated presentation of prevalence rates already illustrates 

that age and gender are significant risk factors for multimorbidity (Violan et al., 2014). 

Multimorbidity is also related to the socioeconomic status (Lampert & Hoebel, 2019). Globally, 

the number of multimorbid people is increasing, partly due to improved diagnostics and lower 

mortality rates after strokes or heart attacks (Calderón-Larrañaga et al., 2019). Prevalence rates 

differ between high-income countries and middle-and low-income countries, with higher 

prevalence rates in high-income countries. Reasons for this „are not known but methodological 
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factors and differential survival are plausible hypotheses” (Skou et al., 2022, p. 3) (see Figure 5). 

Figure 5 also indicates that data points are scarce beyond the age of 80 in medium and low 

income countries and that most studies cannot investigate developments of multimorbidity in old 

age. 

 

Figure 5 Prevalence of multimorbidity in high- versus middle- and low-income countries  (Skou et al., 2022) 

Although the concept of multimorbidity is widely used, (On October 20th 2022, Pubmed lists 8326 

published articles during the past 10 years), there is no established measurement for 

multimorbidity. Differences in measurement are thoroughly investigated in a review by Ho et al. 

(2021) including 566 articles. They include, inter alia, differences concerning the investigated 

diseases (only eight diseases are included in more than 50% of the studies), the number of 

diseases investigated which ranges from two to 285, the threshold used for multimorbidity with 

two or three diseases being the most commonly used threshold, and the used data source which 

is most often self-report by or interview of the patient (Ho et al., 2021). In spite of the vast amount 

of published articles with regard to multimorbidity, people with multimorbidity are often excluded 

in clinical trials, which makes them under-researched in some aspects (Skou et al., 2022). Special 

focus is therefore needed for this group that is difficult to access. 

The effects of multimorbidity are summarised in the systematic reviews by Marengoni et al. (2011) 

and Makovski et al. (2019). According to these reviews, multimorbidity is associated with 

functional decline, higher depression and lower life satisfaction, increased mortality, and 

increased use of the health care system. External resources are of heightened importance in the 

treatment of chronic diseases (Holzhausen & Scheidt-Nave, 2012). However, these resources 

are subject to degradation processes in old age. Therefore, it comes as a surprise that the effects 

of multimorbidity have not been researched with a special focus on the oldest old; this is, hence, 

a desideratum that this thesis addresses.  

2.2 Representativity 

A science that relies on empirical evidence to accompany societal changes must first be able to 

describe these societies. For this purpose, collecting samples that ideally reflect the 

characteristics of society has become an established practice, and in this context, the term 

“representativeness” was introduced. This chapter begins by introducing meanings of the term 

“representativity used within and outside of academia. Afterwards, R-indicators are introduced as 

a method of measuring representativity, followed by the concept of Total Survey Error. 
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2.2.1 Definition 

The concept of representativity is frequently used in scientific as well as in non-scientific literature 

but is often not well defined (Schouten, Cobben, & Bethlehem, 2009). An extensive overview of 

the use of the term is presented by Kruskal and Mosteller (1979a-c and 1980). In four articles, 

they explore meanings of representativity in non-scientific literature (Kruskal & Mosteller, 1979a), 

scientific literature excluding statistics (Kruskal & Mosteller, 1979b), scientific literature including 

statistics (Kruskal & Mosteller, 1979c), as well as the conceptual history of the term (Kruskal & 

Mosteller, 1980). They summarise nine concepts to which the term “representativity” is often 

applied:  

1. General, usually unjustified acclaim for data 

2. Absence of selective forces 

3. Miniature of the population 

4. Typical or ideal case 

5. Coverage of the population 

6. Vague term to be made precise 

7. Some specific sampling method 

8. Permitting good estimation 

9. Good enough for a particular purpose 

This wide range of meanings results in the criticism that the term “representativity” itself is 

unspecific und unnecessary (Schnell et al., 2018). In survey methodology, the term was first 

introduced by Kjaer in 1895 who states that „if a sample was representative with respect to 

variables for which the population distribution was known, it would also be representative with 

respect to other survey variables“ (Dumicic, 2011). Although nowadays, this optimism is no longer 

generally shared (Schnell et al., 2018), the concept of representativity is still used. A modern 

definition of a “representative sample” is a sample that „ensures external validity in relationship to 

the population of interest the sample is meant to represent“ (Lavrakas, 2008). Döring and Bortz 

(2016) define sample representativeness as a measure of how well a sample mirrors the 

characteristics of a population. They distinguish between a characteristic-specific sample, in 

which the sample mirrors the population in a given set of variables, and a global representative 

sample, where the sample mirrors the population in all characteristics (Döring & Bortz, 2016). All 

these definitions of representativity and representative samples allude to a consistency between 

sample and population. Moreover, they all contain the problem that an operationalisation for the 

measurement of representativity is not included or directly apparent.  

The problem of measuring representativity has been recently addressed by Schouten et al. 

(Schouten, Cobben, & Bethlehem, 2009). They distinguish between weak and strong 

representativity (Schouten, Morren et al., 2009). Strong representativity refers to equal inclusion 

probabilities for all individuals in the population, while weak representativity means that response 

probabilities are constant with respect to a set of auxiliary variables (Schouten, Morren et al., 

2009). While strong representativity is still not a measurable characteristic of a population, weak 

representativity can be measured.  

Before this is outlined, some differences between the presented definitions need to be delineated 

first. At first glance, the greatest difference between the understanding of representativity of 

Schouten, Cobben, & Bethlehem (2009) and Dumicic (2011) as well as Döring and Bortz (2016) 

seems to be that Schouten et al. define representativity as a characteristic of the population and 
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not of a sample drawn from a population. However, on the basis of the central limit (Field et al., 

2014; Leonhart, 2009) theorem, any sample that is representative in the sense of Schouten, 

Cobben, and Bethlehem (2009) is also representative in the definition given by Lavrakas (2008). 

Another important differentiation is that, while strong representativity applies to all variables of a 

sample, weak representativity only refers to a set of variables.  

2.2.2 R-indicators 

To estimate the representativity of a population, Schouten, Morren et al. (2009) introduce R-

indicators as indicators for the representativeness of a sample. They propose the term 

𝑅(𝜌) =  1 − 2 ∗ 𝑆(𝜌) 

as an indicator for deviations of representativity with 𝜌 being the response probability and 𝑆(𝜌) 

being the standard deviation of the response probabilities defined as: 

𝑆(𝜌) =  √
1

𝑁 − 1
∗ ∑(𝜌𝑖 − �̅�)2

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

with N being the sample size, 𝜌𝑖 being the response probability of a single person in the 

population, and �̅� being the average response probability. As the maximal standard deviation of 

a dichotomous variable is 0.5, the possible values of R-indicators range from 0 to 1 (Schouten, 

Morren et al., 2009). This formula indicates that representativity is defined by the variance of 

response probabilities in the population, with higher variance in response probability inducing less 

representativity of the population. Response probabilities can be estimated with respect to 

variables that are known for the population in question. However, this approach results in two 

mathematical problems. First, the required estimation of response probabilities in the given 

formulas is not directly possible, becomes mathematical complex, and is not free of bias (Shlomo 

et al., 2009), which is why, in reality, response propensities are used (ibid.). However, these 

statistical problems can be solved. The greater problem in measuring representativity is that the 

auxiliary variables need to be known for the population, which is usually not the case for all 

variables of interest. Therefore, representativity cannot be estimated or claimed for all variables 

of interest. For example, life satisfaction is usually not known for every individual of a population 

and hence, a sample cannot be assessed to be representative for life satisfaction but only for 

auxiliary variables, such as age, sex, or nursing home status, that are known for the population. 

By choosing auxiliary variables deliberately, a high value of representativity could even be 

assumed when the opposite is the case – a process Schnell et al. (2018) seem to fear when they 

criticise that the “expected applications of these indicators can be viewed as misleading” (Schnell 

et al., 2018).  

Särndal and Lundström (2008) propose a different estimator for the measurement of 

representativity that ranks alternative auxiliary vectors in their ability to calibrate survey weights 

and thereby reduce bias. However, a detailed description of this approach is beyond the scope of 

this text.  

2.2.3 Total Survey Error  

In the scientific discourse, an assessment and discussion of the quality of surveys is of central 

importance to understand what a good quality is and how it can be achieved (Faulbaum, 2022). 
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For a good assessment of survey quality, not only representativeness is crucial, which can be 

measured with respect to some variables in the form of R-indicators, but also other components, 

which are presented within the scope of the Total Survey Error (Groves & Lyberg, 2010). In the 

explanatory framework of the Total Survey Error, two groups of errors are distinguished: sampling 

errors and non-sampling errors (Biemer, 2010). Sampling errors originate from the selection of a 

sample instead of the whole population (Biemer & Lyberg, 2003) and are often accompanied by 

a restriction of representativeness. While Biemer (2010) differentiates sample errors into errors 

due to a) sampling scheme (e.g. single or multi-stage sampling), b) sample size, and c) estimator 

choice, Faulbaum (2022) more recently distinguishes between estimation errors and selection 

errors. Estimation errors broach the issue that in any estimation of a population value by a random 

sample, sample characteristics can deviate from the true population value. Selection errors occur 

when assumptions of random sampling are violated and response probabilities are diverse 

(Faulbaum, 2022).  

Non-sampling errors Biemer (2010) are distinguished between a) specification errors, b) 

nonresponse errors, c) framing errors, d) measurement errors and e) data processing errors 

(Biemer, 2010). Specification errors occur when the intended construct and the measured 

construct differ, which is akin to the concept of validity in psychometrics (Groves & Lyberg, 2010). 

Nonresponse errors comprise unit as well as item nonresponse. Unit nonresponse refers to a 

sample unit, often an individual, that does not answer any part of a questionnaire, while item 

nonresponse refers to specific missing values of parts of a questionnaire. Often, information on 

financial resources is more exposed to this type of error. If the item nonresponse is assumed to 

be missing at random, nonresponse errors can be dealt with through multiple imputation 

(Patrician, 2002) or using full information maximum likelihood estimators (Schminkey et al., 2016). 

Both procedures tend to deliver similar results (Lee & Shi, 2021). Unit nonresponse can be treated 

by weighting the sample if the desired information is known for the population (Brick, 2013). Frame 

errors occur when units of the desired sample are omitted or doubled (Biemer, 2010). The omitting 

of units can easily happen with difficult to survey groups like nursing home residents or prisoners.  

Measurement errors are said to be the best researched source of errors (Biemer, 2010). In the 

framework of classical test theory, an observed variable xi is usually divided into its true value ti 

and an error variable εi 

𝑥𝑖 =  𝑡𝑖 +  𝜀𝑖 , 

where i is the index of the sampled unit (e.g. a person) und goes from 1 to n. The error variables 

are assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of zero. Measurement errors are therefore 

the difference between the true and the observed value of an individual (Faulbaum, 2022). They 

arise from respondents, interviewers, question wording and question design, and various other 

interview factors (Biemer, 2010; Faulbaum, 2022). Respondents may intentionally or 

unintentionally give incorrect answers to questionnaires. Interviewers can influence answers by 

their speech, appearance, and mannerisms (Biemer, 2010). The interviewer’s influence 

comprises lower item nonresponse for male interviewers (Bittmann, 2022), while the interview 

difficulty is perceived lower for female interviewers (Vidovičová & Doseděl, 2018). The 

questionnaire can cause errors when questions are ambiguous, instructions confusing, and when 

terms are easily misunderstood (Biemer, 2010). Interview factors that may influence the interview 

situation are present third persons who can both harm and better answers of respondents with 

limited communication abilities; such factors are more common in surveys of the oldest old. 

Differences between proxy information and target person information are also a common kind of 
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measurement error in examinations of the oldest old. Differences of measurement between 

groups can be explored through an analysis of measurement invariance, which tests if the factorial 

structures of a questionnaire differs between different groups (Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). In the 

context of surveys on old age, it can be used to examine differences between proxy and self-

reported interviews. If the factorial structure differs between groups, this can be seen as an 

indication to not pool the measurements of the analysed groups. Four kinds of measurement 

invariance are distinguished: 1) configural, the equivalence of the model forms, 2) metric, where 

factor loadings are equal between the analysed groups, 3) scalar, where item intercepts or 

thresholds are equal between groups, and 4) residual measurement invariance, where items’ 

residuals are equal (Putnick & Bornstein, 2016).  The last type of errors, data-processing errors, 

“includes errors in editing, data entry, coding, assignment of survey weights, and tabulation of the 

survey data” (Biemer, 2010, p. 824).  

While the Total Survey Error is a theoretical framework for the description of all kinds of survey 

errors, the mean squared error (MSE) is its empirical representation. It is defined as the expected 

squared difference between an estimate �̂� and the parameter it is intended to estimate, ϴ. This 

can be written as 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 𝐸 (�̂� −  ϴ)
2
. 

The formula can be converted to show that the mean squared error is composed of one term 

describing bias and one term describing the variance of a variable.  

𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠2 + 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒. 

This means that the error is not only reduced by reducing bias, but also by reducing variance in 

the measurement An overview of the Total Survey Error framework and the MSE as given by 

Biemer (2010) is presented in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6 Total Survey Error and MSE (Biemer, 2010) 
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3 Representativity and Total Survey Error in Old Age 

The following chapter a connects the concepts of old age and representative research and 

discusses challenges in conducting representative research on the oldest old. Problems are 

discussed on the basis of the three topics of dementia, elder abuse, and multimorbidity, starting 

with the topic of dementia. The Total Survey Error framework is used as a structure for the three 

chapters.  

3.1.1 Total Survey Error and Dementia 

The first challenge in surveying people with dementia concerns the inclusion of people with 

dementia and therefore evolves around sampling or frame error. In 2000, Riedel-Heller et al. 

(2000) already reported that prevalence rates of dementia are lower in community-based samples 

of people aged 75+ when proxy information and the nursing home population are not accounted 

for. Among face-to-face interviews, there was a prevalence for dementia of 5.3%, while dementia 

prevalence increased to 6.3% when proxies were included and to 10.5% when nursing home 

population was additionally sampled. Conversely, this means that sampling errors will be greater 

if proxies and the nursing home population are not included. 

Further challenges arise around the issue of the inclusion of sampled people with dementia. To 

include people in any survey, informed consent is necessary (Manti & Licari, 2018). Although at 

the onset of dementia, the mental ability for informed consent of the sampled target person might 

be reduced, the exclusion of people with dementia is no viable alternative (Holden et al., 2018; 

Slaughter et al., 2007). Despite newly developed procedures to obtain informed consent from 

people with dementia (Wied, Haberstroh et al., 2021) which are well reviewed among scientists 

(Wied, Poth et al., 2021), an increased participation of people with dementia by use of these 

procedures cannot be observed (Poth et al., 2022). Therefore, obtaining informed consent from 

people with dementia is still difficult. Depending on when informed consent is obtained, these 

difficulties can lead to sampling error or unit nonresponse.  

Higher item nonresponse among people with dementia is also possible when questions are 

difficult to understand for them. However, this hypothesis is not well researched. On November 

9th 2022, the search term “(response rate) and (alzheimer or dementia) and (survey or 

representative or population-based) and (old age or oldest old or fourth age)” yielded just 113 hits 

in Pubmed and the subsequent title screening excluded 105 of these hits. Only one study directly 

compares missing values in people with dementia and people without dementia; It finds that in 

subjective health status people with dementia show more missing values than people without 

dementia (Rodríguez-García et al., 2019). However, Smeding and Koning found already in 2000 

that missing values resulting from behavioural disturbances increase in people with 

frontotemporal dementia which, in turn, intensifies behavioural disturbances. Furthermore, 

Michalowsky et al. (2020, p. 765) state that the number of missing values “increases with the 

progression of dementia diseases”. 

Specification error might occur when constructs change during the onset of dementia or when 

subjective perceptions of reality of the person with dementia do not match to others. This is, for 

example, of particular importance when the research question investigates the topic of living with 

dementia and the person is not aware of their disease due to anosognosia or other forms of limited 

awareness of the disease (Alexander et al., 2019; Clare, 2010; Stechl et al., 2007).  
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Although measurement error is considered to be the best analysed error in the Total Survey Error 

framework (Biemer, 2010), here, too, research on measurement error in connection with people 

with dementia has just begun. So far, there is one guideline for “reporting methodological 

challenges and evaluating potential bias in dementia research” (Weuve et al., 2015). Concerning 

measurement error, Weuve et al. (2015) point out two major, rather general issues. First, they 

claim that “there is often no clear gold standard in dementia research” (Weuve et al., 2015, 

p. 1103), which makes it difficult to assess the validity of measurements. Second, they indicate 

that the frequently used interval scaling of ordinal scales might lead to an inflation of type 1 error, 

especially when there are floor and ceiling effects. Furthermore, on the measurement of cognition 

itself, it is highlighted that the repetition of diagnostic procedures implies training effects and that 

“Cognitive declines stemming from incipient dementia may thus be impossible to detect because 

of practice-related improvements on test performance” (Weuve et al., 2015, p. 1104). Because 

measures that are valid for one group of people may not be valid for another (ibid.), some studies 

compare measurements in people with dementia to measurements in people without dementia, 

and find that measurements in people with dementia to be less reliable (Olsen & Bergland, 2017; 

van Deun et al., 2018). Moreover, they infer that evidence in people with dementia is harder to 

come by due to limitations in sample size (Hörnsten et al., 2021; Olsen & Bergland, 2017). 

However, these findings are rather spurious, and no common body of literature can be identified.  

In some constructs, for example in pain assessment for people with dementia, it has become an 

established practice to use not only information from people with dementia themselves, but also 

from proxy informants. “In regard to pain assessment, a large proportion of people with moderate 

to severe dementia were unable to complete a self-report pain instrument. Pain was more 

commonly reported by informal caregivers than the person with dementia themselves.” (Bullock 

et al., 2019, p. 807). As the cognitive impairment of patients increases, self-reports of experiences 

of pain people with dementia are considered less valid.(Lautenbacher & Kunz, 2019). Relying on 

information other than self-reports by people with dementia is not only common in pain 

assessment but also in examinations of well-being (Martyr et al., 2018) or functional impairment, 

quality of life, and behavioural problems (Sheehan et al., 2012). Although sometimes, proxies 

seem to be the only viable source of information about people with severe dementia, the 

differences in these types of measurements can be a source of measurement error. Hounsome 

et al. (2011) reports that there is ”a lack of association between patient and proxy ratings“ 

(Hounsome et al., 2011, p. 390) and shows that different proxies (family carers, institutional 

carers) differ in their assessment of the patient’s quality of life. Similar effects have been reported 

by Griffiths et al. (2020), Algar et al. (2016), and Orgeta et al. (2015). These findings should not 

be the case if all proxy informants referred to the same gold standard: the self-report. However, 

given the differences between proxy and self-ratings even in milder cases of dementia on the one 

hand (O'Shea et al., 2020) and an inability to take part in interviews in, the central question is 

what a valid and reliable measurement in person with severe dementia is and how it can be 

achieved. The inclusion of proxies as informants seems to be an important step forward (Sheehan 

et al., 2012), but the ideal, namely that self and proxy ratings complement one another (Burks et 

al., 2021), is not always naturally achieved. Future research on representativity needs to analyse 

whether the measurement error originating from different kinds of measurements outweighs the 

sampling error that derives from excluding people with dementia.  

Frame error might occur more frequently in people with dementia as they are part of the nursing 

home population that is sometimes omitted in surveys (Riedel-Heller et al., 2000). No research 

can be identified that addresses dementia in connection with data processing errors. It is 
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noteworthy that in Faulbaum’s (2022) classification, these errors might be considered coverage 

errors. 

Two areas can be identified for further research. First, the spurious findings on all types of errors 

that occur in surveys on people with dementia need to be complemented by further empirical 

studies before a systematic review can summarise these findings. Second, it needs to be 

evaluated whether the inclusion of people with later stages of dementia via proxies reduces or 

enhances the mean squared error in the sample.  

3.1.2 Total Survey Error and Elder Abuse 

In general, compared to research on dementia, there is less empirical evidence on the issues 

surrounding the survey of old-aged persons on the topic of elder abuse. Concerning sampling 

errors, the choice of estimator is a first source of error. While many studies report prevalence 

rates of elder abuse (Ho et al., 2017; Yon et al., 2017; Yon et al., 2019), this dichotomous 

measurement does not account for different severities and frequencies of abuse. Problems with 

sample size arise as elder abuse comprises rare as well as frequent acts of abuse. Jia et al. 

(2021) mention that meta-analyses of rare events tend to be underpowered while Zhou and Shen 

(2022) as well as Cai et al. (2010) emphasise issues with common estimates in meta-analyses. 

The third source for sample errors in the Total Survey Error framework is the sampling scheme. 

Görgen, Herbst, and Rabold (2009) recommend sampling through registration offices for surveys 

on old-aged persons.  

A number of non-sampling errors have been investigated in connection with research on elder 

abuse. In an analysis of nonresponse in an elder abuse survey with a European sample, De 

Donder et al. (2013) find that item nonresponse “is influenced by individual characteristics (social 

status, vulnerability), method effects such as content (sensitivity), the order of the questions 

(forms of abuse), by type of data collection and the presence of assistance in survey completion” 

(De Donder et al., 2013, p. 1021). With regard to frame error, the doubling or omitting of sample 

units, a special focus needs to be laid on the nursing home population that is especially difficult 

to survey, even more so during the COVID-19 pandemic (Scherpenzeel et al., 2020). Concerning 

data processing, there seems to have been no specific research in the context of elder abuse. 

Some research, however, focuses on measurement error. Visschers et al. (2017) find that the 

answers of perpetrators in an investigation of intimate partner violence show social desirability 

bias, but the extent of this bias remains small. Hence, the question remains: To what extent can 

elder abuse be measured through proxy informants who in some cases might be perpetrators 

themselves? Fang et al. (2022) show moderate to substantial agreement between caregivers’ 

and care recipients’ report, and, contradictory to Visschers et al. (2017), caregivers’ answers yield 

higher prevalence rates in all investigated forms of abuse than care recipients’ answers. Thus, 

more studies need to investigate the validity of proxy-based information in elder abuse. Similar 

questions can be asked about the validity of the participation of people with dementia and of 

present third persons. Specification error seems to be the most difficult type of error to address. 

Although various researchers have been stating for decades that research on elder abuse has a 

theoretical deficit and that operationalised concepts show a wide heterogeneity (Ho et al., 2017; 

Lachs & Pillemer, 2004; Yon et al., 2017; Yon et al., 2019), the lack of uniform operationalisations 

still leads to great heterogeneity in meta-analyses. A further investigation of the influence of third 

persons and proxy informants on interviews and the creation of a better foundation for the theory 

of elder abuse, especially in old age, seem to be the most eminent research tasks.  
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3.1.3 Total Survey Error and Multimorbidity 

In the field of multimorbidity, sampling processes are more extensively researched than in the 

field of elder abuse. Two reviews analyse sampling sizes, sampling schemes, and estimator 

choices (Fortin et al., 2012; France et al., 2012). While France's et al. (2012) review focuses on 

cohort studies, Fortin et al. (2012) addresses the methodology of the included articles directly. In 

regard to sampling size and sampling scheme, France et al. (2012) state that no study uses 

random sampling and that sample sizes are relatively small. Fortin et al. (2012) report differences 

in sample sizes and recruitment method. Differences also include the number of diagnoses 

required for multimorbidity, which is the “most important factor on estimating prevalence” (Fortin 

et al., 2012, p. 142).  

Apart from data processing errors, all non-sampling errors of the Total Survey Error framework 

have been examined with respect to multimorbidity. Different studies examine nonresponse bias 

on health related outcomes. Lee et al. (2009) directly estimate nonresponse bias through a 

comparison of the California Health Interview Survey (CHIS) and US Census data and state that 

the “response rate in CHIS did not result in significant nonresponse bias and did not substantially 

affect the level of data representativeness” (Lee et al., 2009, p. 1811). However, this result is not 

reported uniformly – even within the same country. Fakhouri et al. (2020) find that, unlike in 

previous waves, in the 2017-2018 sample of the National Health and Nutrition Examination, 

weighting could only reduce but not eliminate nonresponse bias. Halbesleben and Whitman 

(2013) as well as Locker (2000) also mention weighting as a tool to address nonresponse bias in 

health-related surveys. Concerning frame error, the nursing home population needs to again be 

accounted for. Specification error has been discussed in the previously mentioned Berliner 

Altersstudie. Steinhagen-Thiessen and Borchelt (2010) present differences between diagnoses 

made by general practitioners and by specifically trained study doctors and report that several 

diseases in old age are not properly diagnosed by general practitioners. Although the different 

tools for measuring multimorbidity overlap in large areas, they differ in detail, which provides 

another opportunity for specification error (Johnston et al., 2019; Starfield & Kinder, 2011). 

Another form of specification error can occur when different data sources are used for health 

information:  

“Current methods include interviews, self-reports, medical record reviews, administrative 

databases, and clinical examinations. Analyses of surveys containing both self-report and 

objective measurements of health status have documented systematic biases in self-

reports according to age, sex and socioeconomic status (Sadana, 2000)” (In:Marengoni 

et al., 2011, p. 435). 

Subsequently, measurement errors can occur when target persons are not aware of their 

diseases because they have not been diagnosed. Depending on the wording of the question (the 

NRW80+ study, for example, asks explicitly for treated diseases), misunderstandings can happen 

easily, especially when drop-off questionnaires are administered.  
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4 Publications 

This thesis contains five papers that address the problem of representativity in old age. The first 

paper focuses on methodological challenges and idescribes advantages and disadvantages of 

the inclusion of nursing home residents, the representation of people unable to participate in 

surveys via proxy interviews, and cognitively impaired persons. It links the other papers, that 

illustrate the topics of elder abuse, dementia and multimorbidity. The subsequent two articles look 

at the subject of elder abuse. While the second paper concentrates on the measurement of elder 

abuse, the third paper focuses on prevalence rates, risk factors, and consequences of elder 

abuse. The fourth paper describes different aspects of quality of live in old age. The final paper 

emphasises the relevance of multimorbidity on different quality of life outcomes.  

The literature quoted in these papers is presented in the references within the papers and not 

part of the references presented in chapter 7.  

 

4.1 Challenges and Benefits of Including the Institutionalized, Cognitively 

Impaired and Unable to Respond in a Representative Survey of the Very Old 

The first paper within this thesis focuses on advantages and disadvantages of surveying certain 

difficult-to-survey groups that are common among the oldest old. It describes the number of 

missing values in the nursing home population as well as in people with impaired cognition and 

examines consequences of the exclusion of the nursing home population, people with limited 

cognitive functioning, and people who are represented by proxy interviews on R-indicators and 

nonresponse bias. Furthermore, it explores the consequences of the exclusion of these three 

groups for the estimation of socioeconomic status, functioning, and well-being. 
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Abstract 

Institutionalization, cognitive impairment, and the inability to conduct an interview due to health 

impairment are among the top exclusion criteria for most large-scale social and aging surveys. 

Reservations about targeting vulnerable groups result from economic or legal restrictions of 

recruitment and concerns regarding research ethics or the validity of the data obtained. However, 

failure to include these individuals may lead to substantial bias. Metadata showed that privileged 

data access and checks against nursing home repositories prevented the undercoverage of 

institutionalized individuals. Measures to include difficult-to-survey groups led to a marked 

increase in response rates. Individuals with health impairments substantially contributed to the 

representativity of the sample. Nonresponse bias was cut in half when compared with a less 

inclusive study protocol. From a Total Survey Error perspective, reductions in nonresponse bias, 

low item-nonresponse, and evidence of measurement invariance across self-reports and proxy 

reports for key outcome variables show significant benefits of including difficult-to-survey 

groups in estimating characteristics of this population.  

Keywords: quality of life, proxy report, total survey error, nonresponse bias, measurement 

invariance 
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Challenges and Benefits of Including Institutionalized, Cognitively Impaired, and Unable-

to-Respond Individuals in a Representative Survey of the Very Old 

1 Introduction 

Very old individuals have been described as a difficult-to-survey part of the population (Feskens, 

2009). Institutionalization, cognitive impairment, and lack of communicative ability to conduct an 

interview or questionnaire are among the top reasons for exclusion or nonresponse of the oldest 

old1 in most large-scale social surveys (Sakshaug, 2022; Schanze, 2017) and many aging studies 

(e.g., Davies et al., 2010; Deeg et al., 2002; Schiel et al., 2021). Much of the reservation against 

targeting more vulnerable clients is well substantiated by economic or legal restrictions and 

concerns about research ethics or the validity of data obtained. For example, community registers 

in Germany are prohibited by law from including addresses of nursing home residents (NHR) in 

samples drawn for commercial survey institutes (BMG §52). Davies et al. (2010) report in the 

Newcastle 85+ study that increased time was necessary to engage with family and gatekeepers. 

Lower contact rates have consistently been reported for NHR (Gaertner, Koschollek, et al., 2019; 

Wagner et al., 2019). Based on data from the Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe 

SHARE, Schanze (2021) found the data quality was lower in individuals with lower 

socioeconomic and health status. Simultaneously, failure to include those with more prominent 

health issues or in nonprivate dwellings may lead to a substantial underestimation of, for example, 

dependencies in the activities of daily living (Kelfve et al., 2013; Schanze & Zins, 2019) or health 

inequalities (Kelfve, 2019). Vulnerable individuals represent a nonnegligible portion of the 

population aged 80 years and older. Hence, their inclusion is essential in surveying the older 

 
1 There is no consensus definition of very old age or the oldest old. In this study, we use the cut-off of 80 years or 

older, also used in the Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe SHARE (Andersen-Ranberg et al., 2005).  
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population. The current lack of experience with including the most vulnerable in survey research 

is not limited to questions of recruitment and the mode of the interview but also pertains to 

identifying valid ways to integrate the collected information into the analysis and subsequent 

reporting. This study exemplifies how including difficult-to-survey groups of older adults could 

reduce nonresponse bias and provide better population estimates from survey responses.  

2 Elements of Survey Quality 

The Total Survey Error (TSE) framework gradually arose from the work of scholars wanting 

to optimize survey design concerning different threats to survey quality (for an overview, see 

Groves & Lyberg, 2010). An early example is Groves (1987), who jointly considered both 

nonobservation error (i.e., coverage, sampling, and nonresponse errors) and observation (i.e., 

measurement) error. In this study, we consider the quality of a survey as a function of the coverage 

of the targeted population in the sampling frame, the definition of inclusion probabilities for 

individuals drawn from the sampling frame, the share and selectivity of respondents, and the 

degree to which the response measures the true value of respondents’ characteristics. Specific 

challenges have been reported regarding most, if not all, of these steps when studying very old age 

(Schanze, 2019; Schanze & Zins, 2019). 

2.1 Sampling Errors 

Concerning adequate coverage of the population of the very old, a first issue is conceptual and 

arises from the need to a priori define very old age. While various definitions of very old age have 

been suggested in different research fields (Degnen, 2007; Foo et al., 2019), very limited official 

register data exist to define the population of the very old other than by chronological age (e.g., 

mostly 80 years or older). Even a simple demographic definition (i.e., more than half of one’s birth 
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cohort has passed) is subject to historical change and jeopardized by gender-specific mortality 

rates. Second, community residential register data in this age segment have a higher probability of 

being outdated (e.g., due to the delayed implementation of death records or relocation), incomplete 

(e.g., retaining the original address after relocating to a nursing home), or inaccessible. Regarding 

the latter, legal restrictions may limit information access on particularly vulnerable parts of the 

population, such as NHR. In Germany, data security laws afford statistic bureaus to mask 

sociostructural information from residential registries to disable potential reidentification, 

particularly in small communities with only a few very old individuals. Scherpenzeel et al. (2017) 

have described differences in sampling frames for social surveys across European countries. 

Concerns have also been raised regarding the definition of inclusion probabilities for 

individuals drawn from the sampling frame. Because there are many more women in this age 

segment today than men and the number of individuals declines rapidly with increasing 

chronological age, simple random sample data will be limited in its potential to allow for reliable 

comparison of subpopulations in very old age. For example, oversampling of males is required to 

conduct meaningful subgroup analyses across gender. However, disproportionate sampling 

schemes compromise sampling efficiency, because they need to be accounted for in the analysis 

by using design weights (Aust & Gilberg, 2016). Moreover, they require detailed information on 

the (age) structure of the targeted population to compute selection probabilities adequately. First, 

and related to problems of retaining detailed information on the age structure, official data on the 

number of inhabitants above the age of 80 may be difficult to obtain, particularly in small 

communities, depending on regional data protection laws or default register procedures. For 

example, standard reporting, from the state administration to the Federal Bureau of Statistics in 

Germany, excludes more finegrained age or birth cohorts beyond age 80. Second, the relative 
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scarcity of the oldest old at the level of the primary sampling unit (e.g., communities) poses 

problems for delivering the required number of oldest-old individuals. For any expected total 

number of participants, these circumstances effectively increase the number of necessary primary 

sampling units (PSUs) (hence, reducing the design effect), result in synthetic sampling points or 

reduce the gross sample because communities may not be able to deliver the required number of 

oldest-old individuals. They also effectively limit the disproportionality that can be accomplished 

in a sampling design to safeguard subgroup comparison. Specific and sequential mixed-mode 

designs have been suggested to survey very old adults (Gaertner, Koschollek, et al., 2019; 

Gaertner, Lüdtke, et al., 2019). Additionally, separate sampling frames for subpopulations, such 

as nursing home registers, have been considered (Schneekloth & Müller, 1998). Integrating 

alternative data sources into multi-frame sampling has been suggested (Sand, 2014). However, 

such schemes may share the problems reported above for residential register data and challenges 

related to selecting random samples in dynamic and unique entities, such as nursing homes 

(preselection, high intraclass correlation).  

2.2 Nonresponse and Measurement Errors 

Specific challenges have been reported regarding the number of very old individuals willing to 

and capable of participating in survey research and whether this group is representative of the 

general population of very old adults.  

First, aging survey response rates have decreased over the last decades. In the German Aging 

Survey, base sample participation dropped from 50.3% in 1996 to 27.1% in 2014 (Vogel, Klaus, 

et al., 2020). Mistrust of strangers and lack of interest in issues not affecting them were presumed 

reasons for the lower motivation of older adults to participate (Kühn et al., 1999). Wagner et al. 

(2019) have identified specific dropout mechanisms for subgroups of the very old. More 
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specifically, individuals in different settings (e.g., private vs. institutional) and with different levels 

of functioning drop out of the study at different points of the recruitment process. For example, 

low contact rates in NHR indicate difficulty in accessing some of these target persons. However, 

significantly lower refusal rates have been found in NHR that could ultimately be contacted, 

corroborating the importance of gatekeepers for surveying vulnerable individuals (Davies et al., 

2010; Hall et al., 2009).  

Second, very old and oldest-old age is characterized not only by more years to live but also by 

a substantial proportion of time spent with illness and loss of independence (Tesch-Römer & Wahl, 

2017). Even aging studies targeting very old adults sometimes fail to include some of the most 

vulnerable segments of this population, often for practicability or skepticism concerning the 

quality of the data obtained (Schanze, 2021). Exclusion criteria (e.g., unable to conduct an 

interview, nonprivate setting, or cognitive impairment) not only limit the generalizability of 

findings but also cause difficulty in defining eligibility and the computation of response rates with 

potential adverse effects of the initial overcoverage of the target population. For example, 

individuals who died between sampling and recruitment are often considered non-eligible cases in 

younger samples. In contrast, deceased target individuals may be considered eligible and 

nonrespondents in a population segment characterized by increased age-associated risk of 

mortality.  

Finally, a large body of evidence exists that describes potential differences between age groups 

regarding the quality of information obtained from very old and oldest-old adults in standard 

survey data collection procedures and suggests an adaptation to procedures and materials (Isakson 

et al., 2007). Some of these differences pertain to the specific historical background of the oldest 

old and differences in socialization, language, norms, education, or life experience (e.g., war) that 
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may result in potential misfit with assessment procedures or concepts generally developed more 

recently with and for a younger audience (Chan et al., 1999). Examples of standard survey 

assessment where the current practice may not fully map onto the realities of very old individuals 

are the coding of educational or vocational backgrounds using the current ISCED standardization. 

Educational systems and access to higher education have changed over time, making it difficult to 

compare and classify the educational qualifications of today’s oldest old. Similarly, assessing 

income or occupational prestige among mainly retired or institutionalized individuals is difficult 

and might ultimately lead to their exclusion from the analysis. Simultaneously, overcomplex 

assessments result in high item-nonresponse or information bias. Measures of social status are 

nonetheless indispensable for assessing social and health inequalities among oldest old individuals 

(Darin-Mattsson et al., 2017). Adapting standard instruments, e.g., inquiring about the last (former) 

occupation instead of the current employment status for coding social class, is a practical and 

straightforward solution (Grundy & Holt, 2001).  

Other differences in responses to survey questions by very old individuals compared with 

younger age groups pertain to developmental change. Research into measurement invariance 

across the lifespan has just begun acknowledging that changes in how survey questionnaires are 

understood and responded to may offer a unique window into understanding intra-individual 

developmental processes (e.g., response shift, see Edwards & Wirth, 2009; Kaspar et al., 2018). 

Evidence for a developmental change in late life has been reported for key characteristics (e.g., 

cognition: Hülür et al., 2015, personality: Mueller et al., 2017, values: Borg, 2019; Reissmann et 

al., 2021). Measures of functional health, such as activities of daily living (ADL) or instrumental 

activities of daily living (IADL) scales exhibit some degree of dependency on age and context 

(e.g., living at home vs. nursing homes) at the item level (Fleishman et al., 2002; LaPlante, 2010). 
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However, the combined scales were rather stable over time, setting, and age, making ADL/IADL 

scales an important and comparable measure for functional health among the oldest old (Finlayson 

et al., 2005).  

A third large group of concerns regarding the quality of survey responses obtained from very 

old individuals refers to compromised sensory, physical, or cognitive abilities more prevalent in 

this age segment (Schanze, 2021). On the most general level, challenges are reported regarding 

interview length, attention span, fatigue, or the need for breaks (Davies et al., 2010). Similarly, 

evidence shows that not all assessment modes are equally suited for very old adults, suggesting 

that face-to-face (f2f) interviews are the mode most responsive to challenges posed by sensory loss 

or limited cognitive capacity (Farmer & Macleod, 2011; Isakson et al., 2007). Concerning 

obtaining retrospective biographical information, the potential combination of a very rich and long 

biography and memory impairment may result in inconsistent data (El Haj et al., 2015). This may 

even be true within reasonable timeframes such as “the last 12 months.” These are extensively 

used in assessing activity, well-being, or social engagement for good reasons, including, but not 

limited to, expected seasonal variation, celebrations, or transient states such as short-term illness. 

Findings on the positive and negative affect schedule (PANAS) have consistently shown invariant 

measurement properties across different age groups and in very old individuals (Kercher, 1992; 

Mackinnon et al., 1999). However, a modified version of the PANAS that used dichotomized items 

reported low reliability of the scale in NHR with dementia (Gerritsen et al., 2007).  

Nevertheless, the population of the very old includes a substantial number of individuals for 

whom adaptations of the f2f interview will not succeed in surpassing communication impairment 

due to substantial physical or cognitive decline. The group of individuals unable to conduct the 

interview (UCI) themselves for health reasons varies as a function of the expected interview burden 
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(e.g., length and complexity). We argue that obtaining a proxy report for these cases may provide 

helpful information for many aspects of the life of the targeted individual and offer a window to 

explore (the lack of) specific knowledge (e.g., introspection) or motivation (e.g., response style) 

of the proxy informant as a substantive-matter research question (Vazire, 2010). Maybe even more 

importantly, it allows scholars to test empirically to what extent such data could validly be 

integrated into population estimates.  

2.2 Research Aims 

This study weighs the advantages and disadvantages of including three difficult-to-survey 

subgroups (i.e., institutionalized, UCI, and cognitively impaired individuals) in a representative 

survey on quality of life (QoL) in very old age. More specifically, we first evaluated the success 

of sampling and recruitment measures taken to better address NHR, individuals with varying 

degrees of cognitive impairment, and information on those no longer able to conduct the 90-min-

long interview themselves (i.e., UCI via proxy interviews). We expected an improvement in the 

absolute number of realized interviews and response rates relative to studies that adhere to the 

same inclusive definition of the target population but refrain from going the extra mile to address 

hard-to-survey subgroups during sampling and recruitment. Moreover, we expected increased 

representativity of the realized sample, thus reducing the risk of nonresponse bias relative to such 

survey protocols that fail to specifically address these difficult-to-survey subgroups of older adults.  

Next, we evaluated the extent to which integrating responses from these difficult-to-survey 

groups altered substantive-matter conclusions about socioeconomic resources, health resources, 

and well-being outcomes of the very old population. We expected that subject-matter responses 

for these groups might increase insecurity about population parameter estimates, particularly when 

options to establish measurement invariance (MI) or estimate response bias in subgroups (e.g., 
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proxy interviews) were limited. However, from the viewpoint of the TSE framework, we assumed 

that the benefits of representing difficult-to-survey subgroups of very old adults in the sample (i.e., 

reduced nonresponse bias) could outweigh concerns about data quality (e.g., measurement bias 

from proxy interviews or inconsistent responses from cognitively impaired individuals) when 

including more vulnerable individuals.  

3 Methods 

3.1 Participants and Procedures  

The data are from a study on QoL and well-being of very old adults conducted in 

Germany’s most populous state, North Rhine-Westphalia (Wagner et al., 2018). A multistage 

sampling design was employed to define the sample. First, communities were drawn as PSUs 

based on the number of inhabitants aged 80 years or older (i.e., proportional-to-size selection). A 

total of 120 PSUs was selected, with large communities contributing multiple PSUs. Next, 

community offices drew random samples of 400 individuals (i.e., secondary sampling units) per 

PSU. From the resulting sampling frame of more than 48,000 individuals, a disproportional gross 

sample of 8,040 individuals was drawn that should result in approximately 1,800 realized 

interviews. Persons 85 years and older and men were oversampled to allow for robust subgroup 

analyses according to a priori power analyses. Details about the computation of survey weights 

are provided in Appendix A. A total of 1,863 computer-assisted personal interviews (CAPI) were 

conducted at participants’ homes to assess a wide array of individual QoL resources (e.g., 

economic, health) and subjective QoL outcomes (e.g., well-being). The study protocol also 

included objective testing of handgrip strength and mild cognitive impairment. The mean age of 

the realized sample at the time of the interview was 87.0 years (SD = 4.5; range: 80.1 to 102.9 
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years). The ethical board of the medical faculty at the University of Cologne approved this study 

(Protocol #: 17–169).  

3.2 Major Design Decisions 

  The expected length of an interview is a critical determinant of study participation. Results 

from a pilot study (Brix et al., 2016) indicated that interviews with very old individuals should not 

exceed 90 min on average. Potential proxy interviews for UCI were not limited a priori to specific 

groups of informants (e.g., partners and children) or specific content (such as “facts” or easily 

observable characteristics of the target persons) to prevent over-exclusiveness and test the limits 

of data collection in this population. However, informants have been explicitly instructed to choose 

“refuse” or “do not know” categories for questions they felt uncomfortable or unable to answer. 

Additionally, all interviews conducted with individuals willing to participate and capable of 

understanding and answering the questions are included in the study, irrespective of their screening 

test results for mild cognitive impairment and suspected dementia. 

3.3 Fieldwork Metadata 

During the initial steps of obtaining the study sample and contacting potential respondents, 

metadata (e.g., communicative abilities, health status, living conditions) were generated that 

identified difficult-to-survey individuals, leading to tailored approaches and inclusion strategies 

(Figure 1).  

Detailed reasons for nonparticipation were documented for 2,993 individuals who actively 

refused to participate. Only in cases when targeted individuals were too ill to conduct the 90-

minute interview themselves (i.e., UCI) was an attempt made to conduct a proxy interview, and 

specific reasons have been documented if no proxy interview could be realized (N = 1,186).    
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Institutionalization  

Random residential register samples from 94 selected communities were received between 

May and September 2017. In the beginning, data were collected by a commercial survey institute. 

However, population registration offices were hesitant to provide data on NHR to a commercial 

survey institute because NHR had just been granted additional protection by novel data protection 

legislation at that time. In response, the academic staff obtained privileged access to register data 

directly from the population registration offices under the applicable data protection laws. Sample 

quality control included comparing the most recent official register data and screening for clear 

deviations from random sampling (e.g., demographic structure, name- or streetwise selection). A 

comprehensive repository of 1,276 addresses of nursing homes and care facilities in NRW was 

used to identify individuals in the samples living in an institution. The share of identified NHR 

was compared with the community-level census data on the prevalence of institutionalization in 

the target population. If the data suggested that NHR were systematically excluded, a new and 

unrestricted random sample was requested.  
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Figure 1. Flowchart of potential study participants, fieldwork metadata, and interview data. 
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Cognitive status 

Extended documentation of mental or physical health conditions was sought in case the 

target person was unable to conduct the interview him/herself due to health reasons (i.e., UCI).  

Proxy interviews 

Documentation of nonparticipation was also extended to include information on why 

no proxy interview could be conducted in UCI. More specifically, the lack of potential 

informants and the refusal of available informants were documented. In this study, we defined 

the difficult-to-survey subgroup of UCI as all individuals who were unable to conduct the 

interview him/herself due to health reasons and who therefore had to be included in the study 

via proxy interviews. 

3.4 Data from Survey Interviews 

Institutionalization 

Respondents were asked to report whether they received formal or informal care. 

Additionally, interviewers rated the respondents’ dwellings according to different categories of 

private, supported, or institutionalized housing. The time between drawing the register samples 

and interviewing was kept to a minimum (average 112 days, range 12 to 208 days). The 

community register information on nonprivate dwellings was validated before contacting 

potential respondents (see the section on fieldwork metadata). Nevertheless, some individuals 

initially classified as private-dwellings were finally interviewed in institutional settings. Details 

on the definition of the difficult-to-survey subgroup of very old individuals in nursing homes 

(NHR) in this study are reported in Appendix B.  

Cognitive status 
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The DemTect has been developed as a brief screening tool for mild cognitive 

impairment and the early stages of dementia (Kalbe et al., 2004). It comprises subtests targeting 

immediate/delayed word recall, digit span, number transcoding, and verbal fluency. Favorable 

psychometric and diagnostic properties for identifying mild cognitive impairment (MCI) have 

been reported compared with alternative screening tools, such as the Mini-Mental State 

Examination (Kalbe et al., 2013).  

Because most of the empirical evidence regarding the psychometric properties and 

clinical utility of the DemTect has been reported for clinical populations, a rigorous test of the 

tool for use in large-scale surveys in the general old age population has been conducted. In a 

comprehensive feasibility study, the DemTect was implemented in CAPI interviews conducted 

in a random register sample of participants (N = 291) aged 80 years or above who were living 

privately and in long-term care facilities. All interviewers participated in a half-day test 

administration and scoring training. During the assessment, 49 participants were unable to 

answer the number transcoding task for reasons unrelated to cognitive problems (i.e., problems 

with reading/vision or writing 16.8%). In these cases, subtest scores were estimated based on 

the available partial responses in this subtest and performance in all other subtests to minimize 

the punishment for noncognitive impairment of test-takers. We used age-specific score 

transformation and derived an ordinal diagnostic group variable (i.e., age-adequate function, 

MCI, early dementia) based on the cut-off values suggested for persons aged 80 and over 

(Kessler et al., 2014). In the feasibility study, 26.8% of participants declined to take the test or 

some subtests, precluding the interpretation of their diagnostic group membership. The 

DemTect has been evaluated multiple times (Kalbe et al., 2004; Kessler et al., 2010; Perneczky, 

2003), and a joint estimator using a Reitsma function (Doebler, 2020) yields a sensitivity of 

94.1% and specificity of 91.4%. Based on the published age- and sex-specific prevalence rates 
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(Doblhammer et al., 2012), 19.5% of the feasibility study sample can be expected to have 

dementia. A comparison with the DemTect classification yielded a positive predictive value of 

72.5% and a negative predictive value of 98.5% of the screening.  

In the survey reported here, an identical procedure was followed for the test 

administration and scoring in interviews with respondents. In the case of proxy interviews, 

cognitive status was reported with the Global Deterioration Scale (GDS, Reisberg et al., 1982) 

in seven stages, from 1 (no cognitive impairment) to 7 (most severe). More recently, Reisberg 

and colleagues aligned GDS stage 3 to correspond to a clinical presentation of MCI (Reisberg 

et al., 2011). 

For the current analysis, all respondents whose cognitive function was labelled as MCI 

or dementia according to the diagnostic screening were considered members of the difficult-to-

survey subgroup of very old adults with cognitive impairment.  

Socioeconomic status 

The International Socioeconomic Index of Occupational Status (ISEI-08, Ganzeboom 

et al., 1992; Ganzeboom & Treiman, 2003) was used to measure socioeconomic status (SES). 

The ISEI-08 is a metric measure (range 10–90) building mainly on the occupation of the 

respondents according to the International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO-08, 

Ganzeboom, 2010). The measure also considers the required educational qualification. Given 

that most participants were retired, we took the last occupation as a basis for the ISEI-08. In 

case the targeted individual reported no previous occupation, the last occupation of the partner 

was used instead. ISEI-08 scores in this sample varied between 10 and 89. 

Independence in activities of daily living 
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Adults’ self-reported performance on the basic ADL (Katz et al., 1963) and IADL 

(Fillenbaum, 1988; Lawton & Brody, 1969) was used to measure everyday functioning. In this 

paper, we use five items representing ADL (e.g., getting dressed, walking) and seven items 

representing IADL (e.g., preparing meals, handling finances) with response options 0 

(impossible without help), 1 (some help needed), or 2 (no help needed). The reliability of the 

ADL and IADL scales in the current sample was high (MacDonald’s ω = 0.92 and 0.93, 

respectively). 

Subjective well-being 

The positive affect subscale of the short form of the PANAS (Kercher, 1992) was used 

as an indicator of subjective well-being (SWB). The frequency of positive affective states (e.g., 

“enthusiastic,” “excited”) across the past 12 months was reported on a 5-point response scale 

from 1 (never) to 5 (very often). Favorable psychometric properties of this very brief instrument 

have been reported for age-diverse and old-old samples (Hilleras et al., 1998; Kercher, 1992; 

Mackinnon et al., 1999). The scale consistency in our sample was satisfying (MacDonald’s ω 

= 0.88).  

3.5 Plan of Analysis  

We adopted the TSE framework to discuss advantages and disadvantages of including 

three groups of particularly difficult-to-survey individuals in a representative survey of QoL in 

the very old. First, we used sampling and fieldwork metadata (e.g., share of nursing home 

addresses, reasons for nonparticipation) to evaluate the success of tailored strategies to include 

NHR, individuals with (beginning) cognitive impairment, and UCI and to estimate their effect 

on representing the population 80 years or older. Here, based on random samples of individuals 

from 94 communities, we investigated the potential threat of undercoverage of the 
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institutionalized population in the sampling frame due to legal restrictions on data access and 

the lack of information on nonprivate dwellings in the register data. Based on fieldwork 

metadata, we compared the reasons for the refusal of residents in private dwellings versus 

institutional settings and the reasons why no proxy interview could be conducted for most UCI. 

We then used response rates and representativity (R) indicators (Schouten et al., 2009) to 

estimate differences in nonresponse bias resulting from the exclusion of specific subgroups of 

respondents. The response rate was defined based on the AAPOR definition of RR1 to include 

all eligible cases (AAPOR, 2016; Wagner et al., 2019). R-indicators estimate the 

representativity of a sample by predicting the nonresponse propensity by auxiliary variables 

known for the whole population (Schouten et al., 2009). Hence, they represent a measure of the 

deviation from weak representativity regarding theoretically meaningful threats to survey 

participation. The population R-indicator is defined as 1 minus two times the standard deviation 

of the response probability in the population ρ and ranges from 0 to 1, with higher values 

indicating higher representativity. Because response probabilities are typically unknown, they 

need to be estimated by regressing observed (non)responses on auxiliary variables. In this study, 

we used age, sex, community size, and NHR status as proxies for selection mechanisms (e.g., 

health and social status restrictions). The design-weighted (i.e., si/πi) response-based R-

indicator is defined by Schouten et al. (2009) as follows: 

�̂�(𝜌) = 1 − 2√
1

𝑁−1
∑

𝑠𝑖

𝜋𝑖
(�̂�𝑖 − �̂̅�)2𝑁

𝑖=1  .  (1) 

We use the coefficient of variation of response propensities (CV) as a measure of the 

maximum potential nonresponse bias. The corresponding estimate acknowledges that 

nonresponse bias is a function of both the relative share of individuals participating in the study 
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(i.e., response rate RR1) and the degree to which the realized sample is weakly representative 

of the target population:  

𝐶𝑉(𝑋) =
1−𝑅(𝑋)

2𝑅𝑅1
  (2). 

The CV represents a conservative worst-case estimate of nonresponse bias, assuming 

that nonresponse correlates maximally with the selected auxiliary variable X (de Heij et al., 

2015). 

In the second step, substantive-matter responses from the realized sample of 1,863 

individuals (of which NHR: 211, screened cognitively impaired: 504, and UCI: 176) were 

considered to estimate potential bias using a multi-group approach to measurement invariance 

and mode effects. In this study, we restricted our focus to socioeconomic status, independence 

in ADL/IADL, and SWB as prominent markers of welfare and well-being research 

characterized using distinct approaches to their measurement. To empirically estimate potential 

bias introduced by including responses from proxy reports, we used a multi-group factor 

analytic (MGCFA) approach to test MI of multi-item scales (i.e., PANAS and ADL/IADL) as 

suggested by Meredith (1993). Cross-group equality constraints regarding factor loadings 

or/and item intercepts were used to test for metric and scalar MI, respectively. Violations of 

scalar MI may introduce systematic response bias into the estimating population means unless 

such group-specific deviations are adequately addressed in estimating factor scores. If the 

observed or latent group means can be validly compared, bias resulting from excluding proxy 

information can be directly estimated. The benefit of including difficult-to-survey subgroups of 

very old individuals was estimated relative to their contribution to representing the target 

population and the potential nuisance introduced to the assessment of key QoL indicators.  
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Analyses were performed using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC), Mplus 8.6 (Muthén 

& Muthén 1998–2021), and the RISQ 2.1 package (de Heij et al., 2015) for R software (R Core 

Team, 2017). 

4 Results 

4.1 Including the Institutionalized Population 

Coverage in the sampling frame 

In the random register samples, the proportion of NHR identified was almost 

consistently smaller than expected from the best available census data (Table 1). The overall 

percentage of NHR in the gross sample obtained from community registers was 8.1%, with 

12.0% expected from the census data. However, even in communities that explicitly excluded 

individuals flagged as NHR in their databases, the obtained samples included 62.8% of all 

institutionalized individuals expected from the census data. Most remarkably, even in 

communities that provided ample evidence for using the full sampling frame, we noted a 

discrepancy of -2.3 percentage points, most likely attributable to a broader definition of 

institutional settings in census data compared with institutions listed in the nursing home 

register. Hence, the margin of uncertainty that arises from diverging definitions of the 

institutionalized population and procedures to identify NHR in the register data is even greater 

than the estimated degree of potential undercoverage remaining without it (-1.6 percentage 

points).  

Table 1. Undercoverage of the institutionalized population in population register samples. 

Origin of 

information 

Communities with explicit  All Communities 

inclusion exclusion 

N1 % NHR N1 % NHR N1 N individuals N NHR % NHR 
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Census 41 12.3% 13 12.1% 88 560,221 67,242 12.0% 

Sample 41 10.0% 13 7.6% 88 45,809 3,701 8.1% 

Difference 
 

-2.3% 
 

-4.5% 
   

-3.9% 

Note. 1Census data are not available for six communities. NHR = nursing home residents. 

Survey participation 

Based on data from a feasibility study, mechanisms of survey nonresponse have been 

reported to be different for individuals living in private dwellings versus institutional settings 

(Wagner et al., 2019). Particularly, potential respondents in nursing homes were less easily 

accessible (i.e., lower contact rates) due to health impairments. However, once contacted, they 

show much lower refusal rates than individuals in private dwellings. In this study, reasons for 

refusing to participate were documented for 2,993 individuals (Figure 1). The main reasons for 

these were similar in private dwellings and NHR (Table 2). No interest (more than two out of 

three) and a general refusal to participate in surveys (one out of four or five) were the most 

common reasons for both groups of potential participants. In NHR, the length of interviews 

(8.4% vs. 6.8%) and inability to comment on the survey’s subject (6.0% vs. 4.4%) were more 

frequent reasons for refusal than they were for private-dwelling individuals.  

Table 2. Reasons for individuals living in private housing or institutions refusing to participate.  

 % Total  

(n = 2,993) 

% Private 

(n = 2,861) 

% NHR  

(n = 132) 

Not interested1n 69.4 69.6 63.5 

General refusal 25.3 25.6 18.8 

Not allowed by others 8.2 8.2 8.4 

Interview too long 6.8 6.8 8.4 

Subject too intimate 7.4 7.4 5.8 
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Lack of knowledge 4.4 4.4 6.0 

Privacy concerns 3.7 3.7 3.4 

No time 3.6 3.7 1.5 

Participated too often in surveys 0.5 0.4 2.1 

Note. Design-weighted data. 1Multiple reasons for refusal to participate could be given. NHR 

= nursing home residents. 

In the group of participants, the living status may have changed since the sample 

generation. A total of 151 addresses of participants had been flagged as institutions based on 

the residential register or nursing home repository data before fieldwork. Based on all available 

information related to dwellings at the time of the interview, 211 participants were identified 

as NHR. In some cases, information from different sources was contradictory. For example, 13 

participants listed as private-dwelling according to the residential register lived in a nursing 

home at the time of first contact or at the time of the interview. 

4.2 Including Those Unable to Conduct the Interview Via a Proxy Interview 

Of all 8,040 individuals contacted, 1,362 were UCI themselves for health reasons 

(Figure 1). Of these, it was possible to conduct 176 proxy interviews. The design-weighted 

gross sample estimated that this corresponded to 15.1% of the noncommunicative, very old 

population that could, in principle, be included in this measure. For 38.4% of the remaining 

cases, the inability to provide informed consent due to mental illness precluded a proxy 

interview. In cases where informed consent could have been obtained, the most frequent reasons 

for not conducting a proxy interview were proxy refusal (24.0%), the target person opposing a 

proxy interview (23.7%), and no identifiable proxy (12.6%). However, in many cases, the 

reasons why the proxy interview could not be realized remain unknown (35.6%). The number 
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of contacts needed to obtain a proxy interview in this population was estimated to be 

significantly higher than for self-reports (M = 3.0, 95% CI = [2.6 to 3.5] vs. M = 2.4, 95% CI 

= [2.3 to 2.5]). 

About half (46.2%) of the interviews conducted with a proxy informant were with the 

children of the target persons, mostly daughters (64.0%). About one in five proxy interviews 

was conducted with spouses (18.7%). Proxy informants were predominantly female (70.2%). 

The percentage of self-reports decreased across age groups (Table 3). However, a similar 

number of proxy interviews were conducted in all three age groups. UCI were more often living 

in institutions, female, and less healthy than self-reporting target persons. For example, UCI 

were treated for significantly more health conditions. The possibility of conducting proxy 

interviews appears particularly relevant for representing NHR, as their share is four times higher 

in proxy reports than in self-reports (43.3% versus 11.0%). In line with our expectation, the 

availability of information differed between self- and proxy reports for different reasons. Proxy 

informants, for example, reported more often that they did not know the answer to a question 

than respondents in self-reports. However, refusal rates regarding specific questions were 

substantially higher in self-reports than in proxy interviews. Despite these plausible limitations, 

information on more than 90% of all questions posed is available to investigate the QoL of UCI.  

4.3 Including Individuals with Cognitive Impairment in the Survey  

Regarding the cognitive status of the participants, 3.7% of respondents (self-reports) 

declined to participate in the cognitive screening test, and 14.3% of participants did not 

complete all DemTect subtests. GDS-Scale scores were available for 96.1% of individuals 

represented by proxy interviews. Few proxy informants answered “do not know” or refused to 

rate the cognitive status of the target person (1.2% and 2.8%, respectively). Overall, cognitive 
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status could be assessed and interpreted for 83.2% of participants. The assessment of cognition 

was more likely to be available in the youngest age group (85.5%, χ2 = 7.03, df = 2, p = .030) 

and in proxy interviews (96.1%, χ2 = 9.09, df = 1, p = .003). In contrast, the availability of 

information on cognitive status was independent of gender (χ2 = 1.90, df = 1, p = .168) and 

living situation (χ2 = 1.28, df = 1, p = .258).  

The cognitive function of most individuals capable of self-report was screened as age-

adequate (73.7%), whereas 16.4% had MCI and 9.8% had suspected dementia (Table 3). In 

UCI, however, the most common cognitive status was suspected dementia (73.5%), 7.4% were 

classified as MCI, and 19.1% had age-adequate cognitive functioning. Thus, in line with our 

expectations, including proxies as informants led to a better representation of people with 

dementia in the data. Overall, estimates from the total sample yielded a prevalence of 16.3% 

for dementia and 15.5% for MCI in the population 80 years or older.  

Table 3. Characteristics of respondents able versus unable to answer the interview themselves. 

 Self-report  

(N = 1,687) 

Proxy report  

(N = 176) 

Test1 

 % or M [95% 

CI] 

% or M [95% CI]  

Gender    

- Male 37.0% 28.3% χ2=3.63, df=1,  

p = .057 - Female 63.0% 71.7% 

Age group    

- 80–84 yrs 56.3% 33.0% χ2=44.90, df=2,  

p < .001 - 85–89 yrs 30.6% 32.4% 

- 90 yrs or older 13.1% 34.6% 

Setting    

- Private dwelling 89.0% 56.7% χ2=66.86, df=1,  

p < .001 - Institution 11.0% 43.3% 
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Treated health conditions (0–

19)2 

3.4 [3.2 – 3.6] 4.2 [3.7 – 4.8] χ2=11.71, df=1,  

p < .001 

Cognitive status³    

- Age-adequate function 73.7% 19.1% χ2=153.55, df=2,  

p < .001 - MCI 16.4% 7.4% 

- Suspected dementia 9.8% 73.5% 

Response    

- Do not know (%) 1.5 [1.3 – 1.8] 5.8 [4.7 – 6.9] F=58.1, df=1/119,  

p < .001 

- Refuse to answer (%) 2.0 [1.6 – 2.4] 0.4 [0.2 – 0.7] F=40.8 df=1/119 

p < .001 

Note. Calibration-weighted data. 1Wald test for predicting proxy interview by participant 

characteristics or F-test for predicting levels of “do not know” answers and refusals by interview 

type. All tests consider the complex sampling design and use unbiased standard errors (Taylor 

linearization). 2A list of 19 currently treated health conditions (e.g., heart disease, hypertension, 

respiratory or lung disease, diabetes). 3A classification based on DemTect scores from self-

reports and GDS ratings from proxy reports. 95% CI = 95% confidence interval. 

 

4.4 Consequences for Representativity and Unit-Nonresponse-Bias 

Failure to allow for proxy interviews in case the target persons were willing to 

participate but unable to conduct the interview themselves would have “lost” 176 participants 

and led to a decrease of 2.2 percentage points in the response rate. Similarly, the inclusion of 

the 211 individuals interviewed in nonprivate settings accounted for a 2.7 percentage point 

increase in the response rate. Restricting the sample to the 1,359 screened participants with 

uncompromised cognitive function (i.e., using the MCI classification as an exclusion criterion) 

would have resulted in a 6.3 percentage point drop in the response rate. The measures taken in 
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this study to assure the best-possible inclusion of these difficult-to-survey groups increased the 

response rate from 15.3% to 23.2%.  

 

Figure 2. Maximum nonresponse bias (CV) resulting from the failure to include difficult-to-

survey groups of very old individuals. CV = Coefficient of Variation. Bubble size is 

proportional to the size of the CV. Bubble location represents a unique combination of the 

response rate and representativity of the retained sample. 

 

Although an increase in survey participation represents an important step toward 

unbiased population estimates, a higher response rate is insufficient. It should be accompanied 

by increased representativity of the realized sample to reduce survey nonresponse bias 

efficiently. The analysis of response propensities for the sample showed only a minor predictive 
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value of age, gender, living in an institution, or regional characteristics (BIK). Thus, a resulting 

R indicator of 0.928 with a 95% confidence interval [0.908 to 0.948] underscored the high 

representativity of the realized sample regarding these potential threats to participation. 

Additionally, an estimate of 0.154 [0.112 to 0.196] for the coefficient of variation suggested 

that even under a worst-case scenario regarding the characteristics of very old individuals not 

included in the study, population estimates will not exhibit more than a maximum of 15.4 

percent nonresponse bias (Figure 2). In contrast, the failure to include the 640 individuals who 

showed signs of cognitive decline, lived in institutions, or were unable to conduct the interview 

themselves for health reasons would have resulted in a lower response rate, significantly worse 

representativity of the realized sample (R = 0.89, 95% CI = [0.881 to 0.905]), and more than 

twice the insecurity regarding the maximum potential nonresponse bias (CV = 0.333, 95% CI 

= [0.296 to 0.370]) in population parameter estimations.  

4.5 Consequences for Substantive-Matter Conclusions 

Population estimates for socioeconomic and health resources and SWB showed 

substantial differences across difficult-to-survey subgroups of very old individuals (Table 4). 

Hence, not including specific subpopulations may lead to systematic bias in estimates for the 

population 80 years or older.  

Table 4. (Sub-)Population estimates of QoL resources and outcomes in very old age. 

 Socioeconomic 

Status (ISEI, 10–90) 

Functional health 

(I/ADL, 0–2) 

Well-being 

(PANAS, 1–5) 

 M [95% CI]1 M [95% CI] 1 M [95% CI] 1 

Full sample 40.84 [39.38–42.30] 1.54 [1.50–1.58] 3.26 [3.16–3.34] 

Setting    

- Private dwelling 41.41 [39.88–42.94] 1.65 [1.61–1.68] 3.31 [3.17–3.34] 

- Institution 37.08 [33.82–40.33] 0.88 [0.80–0.96] 2.91 [2.73–3.08] 
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Cognitive status    

- Age-adequate 44.10 [42.28–45.93] 1.73 [1.70–1.76] 3.41 [3.32–3.50] 

- MCI or suspected 

dementia 

35.38 [32.89–37.86] 1.20 [1.11–1.28] 2.94 [2.80–3.08] 

Mode of survey participation    

- Self-report 41.31 [39.78–42.83] 1.64 [1.61–1.67] 3.32 [3.22–3.41] 

- Proxy report 35.89 [32.48–39.31] 0.52 [0.44–0.60] 2.60 [2.42–2.78] 

Note. Calibration-weighted data. 195% confidence intervals are based on standard errors that 

consider the complex sampling design (Taylor linearization). 

 

Socioeconomic status  

In difficult-to-survey subgroups, ISEI-08 scores could not be computed for 5.6% of 

cognitively impaired individuals, 6.0% of those represented by proxy interviews, and 8.2% of 

those living in institutions. In contrast, missing rates for SES ranged between 2.1% and 3.1% 

in the remaining participants. Estimates for SES were substantially lower in all three subgroups 

(Table 4). In individuals with limited cognitive functioning and UCI, ISEI-08 scores were 

significantly (as judged from nonoverlapping confidence intervals) lower than those in the 

respective self-report and age-adequate cognition groups were. Hence, a substantial bias 

suggesting better socioeconomic resources for the very old population would result from failing 

to include these difficult-to-survey groups.  

ADL/IADL independence 

The data availability regarding functional status was high (92.8% to 100%) in both self- 

and proxy reports. Interestingly, more “do not know” answers were encountered with more 

complex tasks of everyday living (e.g., housework) in self-reports and private settings. This 

suggests that sharing chores was more common, leaving respondents unsure if they could 

perform this task when needed. Unsurprisingly, “do not know” answers were more common in 
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individuals screened as cognitively impaired, although missing rates did not exceed 2.6% for 

any item in this subgroup. 

The estimates for functional health were reported to be significantly lower in UCI than 

in interviewed participants (0.50 versus 1.6, Table 4). However, loglikelihood ratio tests for MI 

showed that proxy- and self-reports were not comparable already at the level of metric 

invariance (Δ-2LLcorr = 22.05, Δdf = 2, p <.001). Therefore, the degree of potential response 

bias resulting from proxy informants answering items differently cannot be estimated 

empirically. The comparison of group means and even the inclusion of UCI in covariance 

structure analysis are severely limited.  

Subjective well-being 

The availability of information on affective states was comparable in self-reports and 

UCI participants on all five items and ranged between 91.7% (“alert”) and 96.6% 

(“enthusiastic”). However, there was more item-level nonresponse due to refusal in self-reports 

(1.3% to 1.4%) compared with less than four per thousand for all items in proxy reports. Refusal 

rates were slightly higher on average in NHR (1.8%) and those with beginning cognitive 

impairment (1.0%). However, “do not know” answers were responsible for most of the item-

nonresponse in all respondents.  

The tests for metric and scalar MI found no evidence of a) a different conceptual 

understanding of positive affect in self- compared with proxy reports or b) systematic 

differences between groups in the interpretation of the 5-point response scale, respectively 

(Table 5). Thus, full scalar MI was established for the PANAS scale, allowing for 

uncompromised integration of information on UCI in population estimates. The level of 

positive affect was significantly lower in proxy interviews than in self-reports (M = 2.60 and 

M = 3.32, respectively; Table 4). Thus, failure to include information on UCI would have led 
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to a positively biased estimate of affective well-being in the 80+ population. However, a mean 

population value of 3.26 [3.16 – 3.34] was estimated for positive affect in the combined sample, 

suggesting that the magnitude of bias due to the exclusion of UCI would be minor (i.e., 0.06 

scale points). Similar risks apply when failing to include individuals living in institutions and 

those with (beginning) cognitive impairment, as levels of well-being were also significantly 

lower in these subgroups. Although proxy interviews appear to hold merit in representing 

individuals with pronounced cognitive decline, questions may linger regarding the validity of 

information collected via self-reports in less cognitively impaired individuals (e.g., MCI or 

suspected dementia). However, the “known truth,” against which responses might 

unequivocally be validated, is generally limited in most social science surveys. In this sample, 

discrepancies between reported and registered birth dates were observed to a similar degree in 

those with age-adequate cognitive function compared with those classified MCI or suspected 

dementia (6.0% and 5.8%, respectively).  

 

Table 5. Nested model comparison of configural, metric, and scalar MI for the PANAS scale 

in self- and proxy report subgroups.  

Degree of invariance 

 (equality constraint) 

Absolute model 

fit 

Relative fit indices LR difference 

test1 

Configural MI (factor 

model) 

χ2 = 79.0, df = 

10, p < .001 

RMSEA [CI90] = 0.087 

[0.070–0.106], p < .001 

 

Metric MI (loadings) χ2 = 91.4, df = 

14, p < .001 

RMSEA [CI90] = 0.078 

[0.063–0.094], p = .001 

Δ-2LLcorr = 2.44,   

Δdf = 4, p = .656 

Scalar MI (loadings and 

intercepts) 

χ2 = 103.2, df = 

18, p < .001 

RMSEA [CI90] = 0.072 

[0.059–0.086], p = .003 

Δ-2LLcorr = 

13.00,   Δdf = 8, p 

= .112 
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Note. 1Likelihood-ratio model comparison for robust maximum likelihood estimation using 

scaling correction factors.  

 

5 Discussion 

This study drew on metadata from sampling and fieldwork. It also used the responses 

from a large-scale survey on QoL to weigh the advantages and disadvantages of targeting and 

including difficult-to-survey subgroups of very old individuals. After comprehensive piloting, 

a study protocol was employed to maximize the inclusion of those with limited cognitive 

function, NHR, and UCI to optimize the representativity of the data and the precision of 

estimates. The results show that the failure to include these individuals would have resulted in 

much lower response rates and worse representativity. Hence, a potential maximum 

nonresponse bias is more than two times the size achieved with the full sample. Increasing 

response rates may be critical to guarantee that there is enough power for subgroup comparison, 

given the very uneven proportion of men and women or different birth cohorts (i.e., oldest-old) 

in this population segment and the accumulated risk to survey participation due to 

communication or care needs. Results regarding NHR showed that the omission of a relatively 

small difficult-to-survey group had minor adverse effects on response rates but a substantial 

impact on potential nonresponse bias. While this finding may be surprising upfront, it is a direct 

consequence of the fact that this characteristic was deemed a particularly important aspect of 

representativity analysis and has been explicitly considered a predictor of unit nonresponse in 

this study. Because of the scarcity of characteristics of the oldest old available from the register 

data for representativity analysis, our promising results regarding the identification of NHR in 

community register data, and the expectation that NHR status serves as a good proxy for threats 
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to participation because of gatekeepers and poor health status, we think this emphasis is well-

justified.   

  The findings of this study underscore the need to include difficult-to-survey subgroups, 

such as the institutionalized and communication impaired, to represent the population of 

individuals aged 80 years or older. Undercoverage of NHR in random register samples may be 

avoided using privileged data access of public-law institutions (e.g., universities) and dedicated 

quality control of received samples. This assertion is confirmed by more recent experiences 

from the second wave of the study. Here, all register samples were obtained directly by the 

university, and the proportion of identified nursing home addresses was even closer to the 

expected figure. According to the census data, the percentage of NHR in these communities 

was an expected 11.7%, while 8.6% were identified in the sample. Acknowledging that a 

difference of about 2.3 percentage points could be attributed to a broader definition of this group 

in the census, only a minor potential undercoverage of -0.8 percentage points results from the 

sampling procedure employed. Thus, we expect that alternative strategies, such as dual-frame 

sampling, may be challenged by considerable uncertainty in defining the institutionalized 

subpopulation and a loss of efficiency from overlapping target populations in the nursing home 

and community register samples. 

The cognitive status could be measured for 83.2% of the sample and resulted in a 

prevalence estimation of 163 per thousand, a slight underestimation of the actual dementia 

prevalence of 194 per thousand known from the health insurance data. This prevalence is also 

achieved by including persons with dementia (PWD) via proxy informants. Studies not 

including UCI via proxy interviews, such as the SHARE study, report an even lower prevalence, 

of 104 per thousand, in an even older (85+ years) population (Ferreira et al., 2020). Although 
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proxy interviews for UCI come with difficulties in the comparability of measurement, they 

represent a keystone for the representation of PWD in survey samples.  

Our results also showed that substantive-matter (here: socioeconomic status, functional 

health, and SWB) research could profit from including difficult-to-survey subgroups in 

multiple ways. First, we presented evidence that information on the well-being of UCI can 

validly be integrated, allowing for a less biased population estimate where subgroup levels 

differ from those generally observed in less inclusive studies. Second, differences observed in 

difficult-to-survey subgroups regarding socioeconomic status or independence in ADL/IADL 

agree with findings from studies targeting more specific subpopulations or studies with similar 

inclusive approaches (Kelfve et al., 2013). The identified tendency for lower socioeconomic 

status in these groups underlines the importance of including them in research on social and 

health inequalities.  

5.1 Limitations and Future Directions 

Some limitations of the current study warrant attention. First, while consulting both 

interview data and fieldwork metadata may ultimately result in the best-possible 

characterization of participants’ situation at the time of the interview (e.g., concerning NHR 

status) and benefits data interpretation, such updates may not be easily or timely integrated into 

the computation of survey weights. In this study, using updated information on NHR status 

instead of outdated residential register information may have contributed to more efficient 

calibration weights. Second, the assessment of cognitive function in UCI relied on proxy GDS 

ratings instead of objective testing. We acknowledge that although some degree of age-adequate 

functioning and MCI may be compared across instruments, this option may not extend to more 

severe levels of cognitive impairment (i.e., higher GDS scores). Third, and more conceptually, 

the usefulness of the R indicator approach critically depends on selecting relevant predictors of 
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participation. Considering institutionalization as a proxy for adverse conditions in very old age 

may allow for a rather strict test of the risks of noninclusion of function-impaired groups to the 

representativity of our old age sample. When exploring survey error related to the exclusion of 

other difficult-to-survey subgroups (e.g., migrants), different predictors of response propensity 

(e.g., language proficiency) may be deemed relevant. In this situation, identifying bias (e.g., 

cultural bias) in survey responses using MI testing may be warranted. Therefore, we expect that 

this example of considering both sampling errors and measurement errors related to the 

inclusion of difficult-to-survey older adults will be useful beyond research on aging. Finally, 

the measures taken to reduce unit nonresponse in the difficult-to-survey subpopulations studied 

here relied on structural resources (e.g., detailed structural data available from registers, 

communities able/willing to draw samples, institutions granting access to NHR) or social 

resources such as the availability of proxy informants. Because such resources are certainly not 

randomly distributed in the population of 80+, generalization of findings concerning the 

characteristics of those living in institutions, those unable to answer the interview, and those 

with impaired cognitive functioning remain limited. Similarly, although the difficult-to-survey 

groups of very old adults studied here are very likely to show lower survey participation also 

in other countries, their prevalence and characteristics may diverge, and different structural 

(e.g., digital infrastructure, data protection law, see Scherpenzeel, 2017 for an overview of 

sampling frames for European social surveys) as well as social resources (e.g., caring relatives) 

may be available for inclusive survey research.   

5.2 Conclusion 

Taken together, this study provided ample evidence that the benefits of tailored 

measures to reduce unit nonresponse in difficult-to-survey groups and the integration of 

responses obtained from NHR, the cognitively impaired, and for UCI via proxy interviews 
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may outweigh the undisputed challenges along this road. However, evaluations should be 

increasingly based on more substantiated research hypotheses that may well go beyond the 

estimation of population point parameters focused on in this study and consider bias in the 

covariance structure.     

The strong discrepancy in reported levels of I/ADL independence between self- and 

proxy reports, with evidence of the lack of MI across informants, warrants further 

investigation. The authors hope that the availability of such information may help shed light 

on mechanisms that could ultimately promote independence in daily living, particularly for 

those very old individuals who already receive support and assistance or those less aware of 

existing threats to their independence.  
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Appendix A 

Computation of Survey Weights 

A computation of survey weights was done in two steps. First, design weights were calculated 

for all individuals (N = 8,040) from the gross sample of potential participants as the inverse of 

the inclusion probabilities. The inclusion probabilities for the individuals in the sampling frame 

were defined in the two-stage sampling design as the product of probabilities for selecting 

communities (proportional-to-size pps sampling of primary sampling units) and the 

probabilities for simple random selection of individuals within PSUs. The design weights also 

corrected for the deliberately disproportionate inclusion probabilities for the design groups 

defined by age group (80–84, 85–89, 90+ years) and gender (Table A1) in selecting the gross 

sample of potential participants to be contacted. Disproportionate sampling was necessary for 

two reasons. First, the older age groups and men represent small proportions of the very old 

population. Consequently, a simple random sampling would have resulted in only a few 

respondents in these design groups and compromised the statistical power for comparing 

population subgroups. Second, a feasibility study showed different response rates concerning 

the age and sex of the targeted participants. The analysis of the gender and age population 

structure also revealed that it would be practically impossible to sample enough individuals in 

the rare population groups (i.e., men 90+) to achieve equal cell sizes of N = 300 for all design 

groups in the projected realized (net) sample of approximately 1,800 study participants. Hence, 

a less extreme oversampling of older age groups and men was conducted that would still result 

in the high statistical power of the subgroup comparison. The total design weights were 

calculated by multiplying the probability of the community to be drawn into the sample, the 

probability of the person to be drawn into the community sample, and an adjustment that 

considers the deliberate oversampling of specific design groups during the last step of selecting 
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individuals for the gross sample. The resulting design weights ranged from 0.278 to 1.738, and 

the efficiency of weighting was 84.7%. 

 

Table A1. Gross sample selection probabilities by design group. 

Design group N Sampling frame N Gross sample Probability 

Male, 80–84 y 10,699 1,407 0.131 

Male, 85–89 y 5,150 1,179 0.229 

Male, 90+ y 1,739 1,005 0.578 

Female, 80–84 y 15,668 1,608 0.103 

Female, 85–89 y 9,369 1,501 0.160 

Female 90+ y 5,512 1,340 0.243 

Total 48,137 8,040 1.00 

 

Second, calibration weights have been computed for all individuals from the realized sample 

(N = 1,863) to correct for selective nonresponses. The recalibration of the design weights was 

conducted using an iterative process regarding the known population distributions of household 

size, institutional versus private dwelling, marital status, administrative district, community size 

and type (BIK-10), age, and gender. The resulting calibration weights ranged from 0.2 to 1.942, 

and the weighting efficiency was 72.4%. A comparison of sample and population distributions 

of key population characteristics at different levels of weighting is reported in Hansen et al., 

2021. 
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Appendix B 

 

Definition of the Difficult-to-Survey Subgroup Nursing Home Residents (NHR) 

During the initial steps of obtaining samples of secondary sampling units (SSU) from 

community registers, nursing home residents (NHR) in the sample were identified based on 

their primary address of residence and a comprehensive repository of 1,276 addresses of nursing 

homes and care facilities in North-Rhine Westphalia (NRW).  

Additional information on dwelling status and care was collected during contacting and 

interviewing to validate or update preliminary register-based information from sampling. More 

specifically, interviewers rated the housing situation during contact for all potential participants 

in the gross sample, using the categories “typical private apartment or house,” “nursing home,” 

“nursing home facility (e.g., hospice),” “residential care group,” “multigenerational house,” 

“senior residence,” “retirement home,” and “assisted living apartment or house.” In addition, 

interviewers assessed whether the address was likely to be part of an institution after an 

interview had been realized. During interviews, the interviewee (i.e., target or proxy person) 

answered questions about the time of relocation and the need for full inpatient care.  

For this study, the definition of NHR at the time of the interview considered the most 

current and consistent information from sampling, fieldwork, and interviews. To this end, a 

hierarchy of available information on institutionalization was defined. Priority was given to 

trained interviewers’ assessments of the housing situation at the time of the interview. More 

specifically, NHRs were defined as all individuals living in a “nursing home,” “nursing home 

facility (e.g., hospice),” or “residential care group.” Only if this information was unavailable 

(e.g., due to interviews being conducted elsewhere), or the target person lived in a retirement 

home or a seniors’ residence in which both private and institutional dwellings are often possible, 
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information from residential registers and contact during fieldwork was considered. In the case 

of inconsistent information from residential registers and fieldwork, information on the recent 

relocation from the interview was considered. Fieldwork information from the time of first 

contact was prioritized over residential register information if the target person had relocated 

within the last 3 years. In case the target person did not move within the last 3 years or no 

information on relocation was available, interview information on receiving full inpatient care 

was considered to define NHR status.  
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4.2 Development of the Elder Abuse and Emotional Consequences Scale 

(EACS) 

This paper introduces the Elder Abuse and Emotional Consequences Scale and presents a 

set of 14 out of its 16 original items that measure the frequency of elder abuse. The items 

describe emotional abuse in the forms of intimidation, shaming and blaming, and paternalism 

as well as financial abuse, physical abuse, and neglect and include frequent and very rare 

forms of elder abuse. Furthermore, the paper examines possible measurement errors in the 

measurement of elder abuse that occur in different interview settings common in old age, i.e. 

interviews where third persons are present as well as proxy-interviews.  
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4.3 Elder abuse in the oldest old: prevalence, risk factors and consequences 

The third paper included in this thesis focuses on estimating the 12-month prevalence rate and 

examines risk factors and consequences of elder abuse in the oldest old. Relevant for the 

context of this thesis, the article discusses the difficulties that arise for representativity when 

parts of the sample cannot be analysed together and presents a method for addressing these 

difficulties by recalibrating the survey weights.  
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Supplement 1 

 

Variable description: 

 

The Elder Abuse and Emotional Consequences Scale (EACS) is used to describe the prevalence of EA 

within the last twelve months [23]. The EACS is a low-threshold instrument that is designed for use in 

large representative surveys. It comprises 13 items, describing different actions of EA and their 

emotional consequences for the victim (e.g. “How often have you experienced that someone raised their 

voice against you so that you felt upset or insecure”). The frequencies of these actions are graded in five 

categories from never to very often. Cronbach’s Alpha for the whole scale is 0.87. We constructed a 

dichotomous outcome variable for EA: If the interviewed person rated any of the 13 items as seldom or 

more frequent, this was regarded as EA. The 13 items represent the six dimensions: Intimidation, 

shaming and blaming, paternalism, neglect, financial exploitation, and physical abuse. The intention is 

to link the construct closely to feelings of the victims and not only to actions of potential perpetrators. 

Therefore, the items include aspects like felt neglect and or not limited to any specific settings like 

nursing homes. 

Sociodemographic risk factors analyzed were gender, age group, nursing home residency, education, 

social network size, and income. Education was assessed in three categories established by the German 

Ageing study [33]. Income was measured as household net income and is analysed in six categories that 

were established in the household budget surveys [2]. 

Potential psychological risk factors that were analysed were aggressive and offensive behaviour and 

cognition. Three items from the “too aggressive” subscale of the Inventory of Interpersonal Problems 

were used to measure aggressiveness [1]. 

Cognition was measured by means of the DemTect. The DemTect is a screening instrument for early 

dementia and mild cognitive impairment with good classification for dementia (100% sensitivity and 

92% specificity) of and mild cognitive impairment (80% sensitivity and 92% specificity) [18]. It 

provides age-specific scores for the oldest old [19]. The Cut-Off scores 13 and 9 were used to 

differentiate between normal ageing, mild cognitive impairment and dementia [18]. 

Physical risk factors explored were multimorbidity, frailty, and functional health. The number of treated 

diseases was used as an indicator of multimorbidity. Frailty was analysed in accordance with the 

description by Zimmermann et al. [35], which categorizes people as frail, pre-frail, or non-frail. The 

“instrumental activities of daily living” (IADL) subscale of the Older Americans Resources and Services 

Questionnaire was used to describe the functional status [7]. 

Potential consequences of EA were examined in the form of depressive symptoms, loneliness, autonomy, 

and life satisfaction. As an indicator for depressive symptoms, we used the short form of the Depression 

in old Age Scale (DIA-S4) [13]. The DIA-S4 is a screening tool for depression consisting of four 

questions that are part of the Depression in old Age Scale [12]. Loneliness [6], autonomy and life 

satisfaction [20] were measured with one-item that have been established in the socio-economic Panel 

and the European social survey. 

Loneliness was measured with the item “How often have you felt lonely during the last week?” which 

was also used in the seventh wave of the European Social Survey [6] and could be answered in four 

points. A single item was used to measure autonomy (“Do you arrange your life according to your own 

ideas?”) on a four-point scale. Life satisfaction was measured with an eleven-point item ranging from 

zero to ten (“All in all, how satisfied are you currently with your life?”), that has been used similarly in 

the socio-economic panel [20].  
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Sample description 

 

Construct Category NRW 80+ Full 

Sample (N = 

1863)1 

EA Sample (N = 

988) (using 

survey weights) 2 

EA Sample 

(analysis weights) 

(N = 988)3 

Gender Male 36.3% 30.2% 35.6% 

 Female 63.7% 69.8% 64.4% 

     

Cognition Healthy 68.1% 75.8% 71.1% 

 Mild cognitive 

Impairment 

15.5% 15.7% 15.8% 

 Dementia 16.4% 8.5% 13.1% 

     

Age group 80-84 54.3% 54.1% 55.2 % 

 85-89 30.8% 33.0% 31.4% 

 90+ 14.9% 12.9% 13.3% 

     

Education Low 27.8% 24.8% 28.5% 

 Middle 53.0% 53.8% 51.4% 

 High 17.8% 21.3% 20.1% 

     

Household Income below 1300 € 16.4% 18.4% 25.8% 

 1300 € - 1700 €  14.1% 15.6% 20.7% 

 1700 € - 2600 €  23.5% 22.7% 29.8% 

 2600 € - 3600 € 11.8% 11.4% 14.4% 

 3600 € - 5000 € 4.4% 4.4% 6.0% 

 5000 € - 18000 €  2.9% 2.6% 3.3% 

     

Nursing Home No  86.1% 86.5% 86.7% 

 Yes 13.9% 13.5% 13.3% 

     

Frailty Non-Frail (Ref.)  25.2% 31.2% 20.6% 

 Pre-Frail 59.0% 57.0% 42.2% 

 Frail 15.8% 11.8% 11.7% 

     

IADL  1.4 (0.69) 1.58 (0.54) 1.44 (0.62) 

     

Multimorbidity #Diseases (SD) 3.61 (2.36) 3.36 (2.30) 3.42 (2.32) 

     

Loneliness  1.35 (0.67) 1.38 (0.70) 1.41 (0.74) 

     

Depression  0.93 (1.13) 0.87 (1.12) 0.91 (1.12) 

     

Life Satisfaction  7.78 (2.02) 7.98 (1.89) 7.95 (2.10) 

     

Autonomy  3.43 (0.86) 3.59 (0.69) 3.52 (0.83) 
1 Sample description of the NRW 80+ dataset using original weights. 2 Sample after exclusion of proxy 

interviews and interviews with third persons present using original weights. 3 Sample as analysed using new 

sample weights. 
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Supplement 2 Risk factors for EA 

   Overall Model 

 Variable   β OR OR CI p-value1 

Age group 80 - 84 (Ref.) (n = 389)     

 85 – 89 (n = 363) -0.17 0.85 0.62 - 1.16 0.29 

 90+ (n = 236) -0.49 0.61 0.39 - 0.96 0.03* 

Gender Men (Ref.) (n = 440)     

 Women (n = 548) 0.12 1.13 0.81 - 1.55 0.48 

Education Low (Ref.) (n = 226)     

 Medium (n = 535) 0.34 1.40 0.96 - 2.05 0.08 

 High (n = 228) 0.44 1.55 0.86 - 2.81 0.15 

Nursing Home No (Ref.) (n = 873)     

 Yes (n = 115) 0.34 1.41 0.83 - 2.4 0.21 

Household Income below 1300 € (Ref.) (n = 210)     

 1300 € - 1700 € (n = 212) -0.09 0.92 0.56 - 1.5 0.73 

 1700 € - 2600 € (n = 275) 0.42 1.52 0.96 - 2.4 0.08 

 2600 € - 3600 € (n = 147) 0.44 1.56 0.85 - 2.88 0.15 

 3600 € - 5000 € (n = 72) 0.24 1.27 0.49 – 3.29 0.62 

 5000 € - 18000 € (n = 72) 0.28 1.32 0.40 – 4.33 0.64 

Social network No. of persons -0.29 0.75 0.66 – 0.85 <0.001*** 

Personality Aggression 0.93 2.53 1.83 - 3.49 <0.001*** 

Cognition Normal (Ref.) (n = 723)     

 MCI (n = 165) -0.07 0.94 0.61 - 1.45 0.77 

 Dementia (n = 100) -0.06 0.94 0.54 - 1.65 0.83 

Multimorbidity No. of Diseases 0.13 1.13 1.06 - 1.21 <0.001*** 

Frailty Non-Frail (Ref.) (n = 281)     

 Pre-Frail (n = 564) 0.21 1.23 0.8 - 1.90 0.34 

 Frail (n = 144) 0.52 1.68 0.89 - 3.2 0.11 

Functional Health IADL -0.37 0.69 0.49 - 0.97 0.03* 

Constant  -1.38 0.25 0.09 – 0.71 <0.01** 

Overall R2     0.16 

*p.0.05, **p< 0.01, ***p< 0.001 
1The shown p-values are not adjusted for multiple testing. Using the Holm-Bonferroni adjustement 

only social network, personality und multimorbidity are significant at the 5% level. 
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4.4 Multidimensional Assessments of QoL in Very Old Age: A Population-Based 

Cross-Sectional Study  

The fourth paper presents quality of life as a multidimensional construct and presents different 

aspects of life results as well as it examines predictors of life results. It follows a different approach 

in pursuing representativity. Interviews conducted with proxies and interviews conducted with 

target persons are presented separately here and only the combination of both parts constitutes 

a representative account of the old-aged population.  
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Abstract 

Social survey data on those aged 80 years or older is sparse. Based on a representative sample, this 

paper validates a multidimensional model proposed for understanding of quality of life (QoL) in 

very old age. Towards this goal, this paper estimated levels and heterogeneity of personal and 

environmental resources, well-being, autonomy and perceived appreciation by society in the 

population of the very old in Germany. Next, the contribution of personal and environmental 

resources to QoL outcomes and overlap between these outcomes was estimated using a multivariate 

approach. Results were based on a representative survey on QoL of the very old in North Rhine-

Westphalia, Germany’s most populous state. The survey included comprehensive information on 

socio-demographics, health, social and personal QoL resources including objective testing of 

cognitive function. The sample comprised 1,863 individuals (mean age 86.5 years, range 80-102 

years), including 211 individuals residing in non-private dwellings. Proxy interviews were 

conducted for 176 individuals that were willing to participate but could not conduct the interview 

themselves due to limited ability to communicate (PLC). Pronounced differences were found for 

PLC with respect to environmental and personal resources and QoL outcomes. Pronounced 

differences were also found both with respect lower observed levels of QoL outcomes (e.g., 

autonomy) and predictors of QoL outcomes (e.g., effect of negative “external” appreciation on 

subjective well-being). Contrary to the deficit-orientated model of old age, a high degree of 

autonomy was observed. However, substantial and consequential negative “external” appreciation 

of very old age was also apparent.    

 

Key words: representative survey, nursing home residents, welfare, well-being, proxy interviews 
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Multidimensional Assessments of Quality of Life in Very Old Age: A Population-Based 

Cross-Sectional Study 

Different conceptualizations and assessments of quality of life (QoL) have been brought 

forward in the last decades, most prominently by the World Health Organization (WHO) (1997) 

that defines QoL as “individuals' perceptions of their position in life in the context of the culture 

and value systems in which they live and in relation to their goals, expectations, standards and 

concerns. It is a broad ranging concept incorporating in a complex way the persons' physical health, 

psychological state, level of independence, social relationships, personal beliefs and their 

relationships to salient features of the environment” (WHO, 1997, p. 11). This definition highlights 

important features of QoL, mainly that it is inherently multidimensional and that living conditions 

are to be evaluated against the backdrop of individual and societal values and expectations. In this 

broad understanding of QoL, it is not a single feature (e.g. life satisfaction) that can account for the 

multiple facets of QoL. Empirical assessments of QoL need to depict these different facets 

individually and consider simultaneously the relationship between them.  

This is even more important in the context of old age which is characterized by the paradoxical 

empirical observations of high subjective well-being and good subjective health despite the fact 

that multimorbidity or cognitive and functional limitations are highly prevalent (Schilling, 2006; 

Wettstein et al., 2016). Studies on QoL in the very old have shown strong psychological resilience 

despite adverse trajectories in health, function and participation (Jopp et al., 2008; Jyväkorpi et al., 

2018). Moreover, QoL in the oldest old has been described as geared towards specific ways to 

negotiate demands for autonomy, identity and well-being in light of limited health and functioning 

(Botes et al., 2019; Cho et al., 2011; Kruse, 2021), some of which are more highly appreciated in 

society than others (e.g. informal caregiving, generativity, technology use). 
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Conceptual Model of Quality of Life 

Within the scope of the large-scale representative survey NRW80+, the Challenges and 

Potentials Model of QoL in Very old Age (CHAPO, Figure 1) was developed as an interdisciplinary 

framework and a grid of operationalization (Wagner et al., 2018). CHAPO explicitly considers 

different dimensions of QoL and suggests operationalizations with a specific focus on old age 

within each of these dimensions. The dimensions are developed based on Veenhoven’s (2000) 

“Four Qualities of Life Model". His differentiation between QoL ‘chances’ and ‘results’ and 

between ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ qualities leads to the four dimensions of QoL, namely, livability of the 

environment (CHAPO: livable environment), life-ability of the individual (CHAPO: life-ability of 

the person), external utility of life (CHAPO: appreciation by others), inner appreciation of life 

(CHAPO: appreciation of own life). The CHAPO model extends Veenhoven’s (2000) model by 

(1) explicitly considering values held by the person and the environment and (2) proposing 

‘successful life conduct’ as a third QoL result characterized by person-environment fit and 

congruency of values of the individual and their environment. CHAPO achieves specificity with 

respect to very old age by the selection of QoL markers within conceptual domains that allow for 

testing competing mechanisms proposed by major ageing theories about how QoL is generated or 

retained in very old age (Erikson, 1998; Heckhausen et al., 2013; Neise et al., 2019; Wahl et al., 

2012).  

Life Results 

In line with the distinction between inner valuation and external worth (utility) of an 

individual’s life as two kinds of life results (Veenhoven, 2000), we consider an individual’s life to 

be evaluated not only by themselves, but also by their social environment. As manifestations of 

such external evaluations, the environment’s explicit attitudes on and behaviors towards older 
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individuals give them an impression of their appreciation by others (Neise et al., 2019). In a 

performance-oriented society holding generalized prejudice against old age, very old individuals 

are expected to be confronted with particularly negative evaluations such as constituting an 

unproductive burden to society (Fürstenberg, 2013). Although evidence for adverse effects of age 

stereotype on developmental outcomes (including health, well-being and even mortality) have been 

reported before (Dionigi, 2015; Levy et al., 2002; Levy, 2009), knowledge about the individual 

factors contributing to such adverse perceptions of external appraisal and potential protective 

effects remain limited. 

As an indicator of subjective appreciation of own life, positive affect in very old individuals 

has been studied extensively. Maximizing positive affect and minimizing suffering are overarching 

motives of hedonic concepts of QoL. In contrast to rational evaluative judgements such as life 

satisfaction, however, affective well-being may also result from less conscious processing of goal 

approach and may signal need satisfaction and successful adaptation to ageing, for example in the 

competence press model by Nahemow and Lawton (1973) and late-life development (Erikson, 

1998). In light of diminishing options for agency and control over one’s life and increasing 

likelihood of chronic disease and unrecoverable loss at the end of life, Tesch-Römer and Wahl 

(2017) focus on SWB as a marker of successful ageing in very old age. Similarly, in their discussion 

of an ecological theory of ageing, Wahl et al. (2012) propose autonomy, identity and well-being as 

developmental outcomes, highlighting the role of adaptive and supportive environments and 

processes of belonging to achieve these late-life outcomes. 

 In addition, CHAPO explicitly refers to the concept of successful life conduct as a 

behavioral QoL result. Acknowledging both social-normative and personal goals, we suggest that 

successful life conduct is characterized by a specific quality of the person-environment 

constellation (e.g. fit) or congruence between actual behavior and multi-dimensional stipulations 
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held by individuals and society about the good life in very old age (e.g. autonomy, generativity, 

ego integrity). In this study, we consider perceived autonomy over one’s life as an indicator of 

successful life conduct. According to WHO (2002), “autonomy is the perceived ability to control, 

cope with and make personal decisions about how one lives on a day-to-day basis, according to 

one`s own rules and preferences” (WHO, 2002, p. 13). In ageing policy, autonomy of the 

individual is a key characteristic of responsible citizenship (WHO, 2002). As self-regulation 

implies autonomy of the individual, it is a widespread presumption and implicit outcome in ageing 

theories (Baltes & Baltes, 1990; Carstensen, 1991; Heckhausen, 1997). 

Research into the mutual relationship between different aspects of QoL results in very old age 

is limited. Reliable data on many facets of QoL in the general population of the very old, including 

those in institutional settings, remains sparse. Especially data that allows for a combined analyses 

of how individual and environmental chances impact on different QoL results is rare. Wettstein et 

al. (2015) for example have shown substantial overlap (i.e. within-person correlation across time) 

between indicators of positive activation (positive affect, depressive symptoms, mastery) but a 

rather independent pattern of change in perceived autonomy in a substantial sample of very old 

community-dwelling individuals. 

Conducting a representative study of very old people also means giving people who, because 

of their health, can no longer be interviewed themselves, a chance to participate. In dementia and 

stroke research, proxies are seen as valuable sources of information (Burks et al., 2021; Leontjevas 

et al., 2012; Sneeuw et al., 1997). With respect of the QoL results considered here, proxy interviews 

are more common in well-being research (Martyr et al., 2018), but rarely employed to assess 

personal values or autonomy. There is critical debate with respect to the validity and potential 

measurement error in proxy assessment (Vuorisalmi et al., 2012). In a total-survey-error 

framework, however, such measurement errors need to be weighed against representation errors 
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resulting from systematic non-response of particularly vulnerable individuals. For the current 

study, first analyses show that including vulnerable people via proxy interviews comes with 

substantive benefits regarding the representativity of the sample but only minor measurement bias 

in core QoL indicators such as positive affect (Kaspar et al., 2022).  

Life Chances 

Livable environment refers to social norms or values and the opportunities to achieve own 

goals (Wagner et al., 2018). Of the plethora of aspects of the natural, cultural, social, built or 

material human environment, the following environmental aspects of life chances were exemplarily 

included in this paper: social contact, financial resources, internet usage, and societal values. 

Research on social contact shows that larger social networks go along with higher social support 

(Cornwell & Schafer, 2016) and are positively associated with subjective well-being (SWB) as 

well as mental or physical health in older adults (Hawton et al., 2011; Huxhold et al., 2013; Smith 

& Victor, 2019). A meta-analysis showed that the quality of social contact correlates more strongly 

with SWB than the quantity (Pinquart & Sörensen, 2000). The frequency of contacts was, however, 

found to be associated with QoL (Netuveli et al., 2006) in older adults. Available financial 

resources characterize the socioeconomic position of an individual within society. Research has 

identified an indirect effect of financial resources on QoL via health inequalities as well as direct 

effects on different QoL results (Pratschke et al., 2017). For older people (65+) with reduced self-

care capacity, poor financial resources are associated with lower life satisfaction (C. Borg et al., 

2006). A literature review shows significant correlations of income with SWB operationalized as 

either life satisfaction, self-esteem, or happiness (Pinquart & Sörensen, 2000). Results of the 

Survey of Health and Retirement in Europe show that there are significant associations between 

income and QoL in the age group 65+ (Knesebeck et al., 2007). Information and communication 
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technologies (ICT) have become indispensable in most areas of life and represent a major means 

of societal participation. Internet usage allows for knowledge acquisition, entertainment, or social 

interaction, and has the potential to preserve independency and autonomy (Czaja & Lee, 2007). 

Previous research indicated that internet use in old age increases self-efficacy (Erickson & Johnson, 

2011), perceived control, social support, and life satisfaction, while reducing depressive symptoms 

and loneliness (Heo et al., 2015; Shapira et al., 2007; Szabo et al., 2019). According to the SIM 

study (Medienpädagogischer Forschungsverbund Südwest, 2022) 86% of the very old who use the 

internet do so at least once a week. Societal values co-determine opportunities of expression, 

pursuit, and attainment of individual goals (Bobowik et al., 2011; Sagiv et al., 2004). Due to 

societal and technological change, people in old age are regarded particularly likely to experience 

discrepancies between societal and their own values (Brandtstädter & Wentura, 1994), leading to 

feelings of alienation, disorientation, or exclusion (Sagiv et al., 2004). Such experiences – referred 

to here as anomie – provoke loneliness (Kaspar, 2004), decreased life satisfaction (Brandtstädter 

& Wentura, 1994), and suicidal tendencies (Schaller, 2008).  

Life-ability of the person refers to resources within the individual, such as values, skills, or 

experience and knowledge (Wagner et al., 2018). Functional, cognitive and mental health (i.e., 

independence in activities of daily living, cognitive impairment and depressive symptoms) as well 

as personal values were considered in this study. Functional health has been identified as an 

indicator of individual (health) resources and as a key predictor of QoL results in old age. Henchoz 

et al. (2019) reported an association between an improvement in activities of daily living (ADL) 

and an increase of QoL. Schilling et al. (2013) found a strong linear effect of ADL deterioration on 

decline in overall life satisfaction among community-dwelling very old adults. This was also 

observed among institutionalized individuals (Liu et al. 2020). Furthermore, the ability to perform 

ADL was positively associated with perceived autonomy in both community-dwelling (Sánchez-
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García et al., 2019) and institutionalized older adults (Liu et al., 2020). In old age, dementia and 

depression belong to the most prevalent psychiatric diseases (Lilford and Hughes 2020) and they 

were identified as the main cause of reduction in disability-adjusted life years (Wittchen et al. 

2011). The prevalence of major depression and subclinical depressive symptoms continues to 

increase across older age groups (Charlson et al. 2019). Symptoms of depression such as negative 

mood and reduced interest for enjoyment (WHO, 1992) directly affect subjective well-being. As a 

trans-situational reference system, personal values serve as benchmarks for cognitive judgements 

of satisfaction or more implicit experiences of coherence or achievement. Different values might 

be adaptive in different stages of life. For instance, a prioritization of values focusing on loss 

prevention instead of growth is expected to help manage a shift towards a less positive balance 

between gains and losses in later life (Ebner et al., 2006). An age-related decrease of self-

centeredness and an increase of values focusing on the welfare of others can be expected based on 

Erikson’s stage theory of human development (1998) and the model of gero-transcendence 

(Tornstam, 1997). This view is supported by previous studies on age differences in values 

(Robinson, 2013; Tulviste et al., 2017). 

Research Aims 

The aim of this paper is twofold. First, to offer a comprehensive and reliable account on the 

status quo of QoL chances and results in Germany’s very old population and subpopulations 

characterized by retained or limited abilities to communicate. Second, to test the validity of the 

CHAPO model by relating selected QoL chances for older adults to QoL results including 

successful life conduct.  

Research Design and Methods 

Participants and Procedures 
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Data are from a representative survey NRW80+ conducted in Germany’s most populated state 

North-Rhine Westphalia. The random community sample of persons aged 80 and over was selected 

in a multi-stage sampling procedure assuring adequate coverage of very old persons living both in 

private households and institutional settings. Details about the study and sample design have been 

reported by Hansen et al. (2021). A total of 1,863 computer assisted personal interviews were 

conducted at participants’ homes to assess a wide array of QoL chances and subjective QoL results. 

Study nonresponse was found to be unrelated to respondent characteristics such as age, gender and 

living privately or in long-term care facilities (Kaspar et al., 2022). Mean age of the realized sample 

at time of interview was 87.0±4.5 years (age range 80.1 to 102.9 years). A total of 211 interviews 

(11.3%) were conducted in nursing homes.  The sample includes 176 interviews with proxy 

informants in the case of target persons that were willing to be included in the study but were not 

able to conduct the 90 min interview themselves due to health impairments. Proxy informants had 

a relationship of mutual trust with the target person. They included 42 (23.9%) spouses, 85 (48.3%) 

children, 9 (5.1%) professional caregivers, 9 (5.1%) children in law and 31 (17.6%) persons with 

other types of relationship. Most proxy informants were female (124, 70.4%). Age of proxy 

informants ranged from 19 to 99 years (mean age:  66.2±14.9 years). 

Outcome Measures 

Burdensomeness was used as an indicator of appreciation by others with the question “Do 

you have the feeling that society treats you like a burden (e.g., due to physical impairments)?” and 

a 4-point response scale from 1 (not at all) to 4 (very much). 

 The positive affect subscale of the short form of the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule 

(Kercher, 1992) was used as an indicator of appreciation of own life. Frequency of positive 

affective states (e.g., “enthusiastic”, “excited”) across the past 12 months was reported on a five-
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point response scale from 1 (never) to 5 (very often). Favorable psychometric properties of this 

very brief instrument were reported for age-diverse and old-old samples (Hilleras et al., 1998; 

Kercher, 1992; Mackinnon et al., 1999). Scale consistency in our sample was satisfying 

(MacDonald’s ω = 0.88). 

Autonomy was used as indicator of successful life conduct. Perceived autonomy was 

assessed by responses to the question “Do you lead your life according to your own preferences?” 

on a 4-point scale from 1 (not at all) to 4 (very much). 

Covariates 

Regarding social contact, respondents were asked how much time they spend with other people 

such as friends or family. Response options were 1 (never) to 5 (very often). 

Net equivalence income was computed based on monthly all-source net income in private 

households. For respondents residing in long-term care (LTC), actual costs for accommodation and 

care per month were considered as a lower threshold estimate of financial resources. 

Internet use across the last 12 months (yes, no) was considered as a lower bound estimate of 

digital resources available to the individual. Internet use comprised both the use of computer 

devices (e.g., laptop, desktop) and digital devices such as smartphones, tablets or wearables running 

web-based applications. 

To measure respondents’ reflection of societal values, two items (capturing difficulties with 

modern societal lifestyle, and perceived discrepancy between societal and personal values) from 

the Future Time Perspective Scale by Brandtstädter et al. (1997) and one item (capturing feelings 

of disorientation) from the anomia scale suggested by Gümüs et al. (2014) were used. Response 

options range from 1 (not at all) to 4 (very much). Scale consistency was found to be moderate in 
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the current sample (MacDonald’s ω = 0.69) and comparable to Cronbach’s alpha of 0.72 reported 

for the five-item obsolescence subscale by Brandtstädter et al. (1997). 

Independence in ADL (Fillenbaum, 1988; Lawton & Brody, 1969) is used as a measure of 

functional health. Items included seven basic ADL (e.g., eating, dressing, walking) and six 

instrumental ADL (IADL, e.g., preparing meals, handling finances) with response options 0 (not 

possible without help), 1 (some help needed), or 2 (no help needed). Reliability of the ADL and 

IADL scales in the current sample was high (MacDonald’s ω = 0.92 and 0.93, respectively). Four 

domain-heterogeneous parcels of ADL and IADL items were used as observed indicators of the 

second-order latent construct of functional health (Cole et al., 2016). 

The DemTect has been developed as a brief screening tool for mild cognitive impairment 

(MCI) and early stages of dementia (Kalbe et al., 2004). It comprises subtests targeting 

immediate/delayed word recall, digit span, number transcoding and verbal fluency. Favorable 

diagnostic properties in identifying MCI have been reported (Kalbe et al., 2013) and age-specific 

scoring instructions for persons 80 years or older have been reported by Kessler et al. (2014). In 

proxy interviews, cognitive status was reported with the Global Deterioration Scale (GDS) 

(Reisberg et al., 1982) in seven stages from 1 (no cognitive impairment) to 7 (most severe). 

Reisberg et al. (2011) aligned GDS stage 3 to correspond to a clinical presentation of MCI.  

Depressive symptoms across the past two weeks were assessed with the short form of the 

Depression in Old Age Scale (DIA-S4; Heidenblut & Zank, 2014, 2020). The four items ask for 

the occurrence of lack of motivation, feelings of sadness, worrying, or inability to enjoy life. The 

DIA-S4 was shown to distinguish groups of depressed and non-depressed geriatric inpatients 

(Heidenblut & Zank, 2014). In this non-clinical sample, we use a continuous latent variable 

estimated from reported symptoms as an indicator of depressive state. 
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Personal values were assessed with the ten-item version of the Portrait Values 

Questionnaire (PVQ) (Datler et al., 2013; infas, 2006; Schwartz, 2003; Verkasalo et al., 2009). 

Based on results of a feasibility study, items were modified into direct questions about the 

importance of certain goals or areas of life with response options 1 (not important at all) to 4 (very 

important). In line with previous research on the dimensionality of the PVQ (Verkasalo et al., 

2009), responses in the current sample could best be represented by a three-factor model 

comprising „self-transcendence“ (with the markers universalism, benevolence, self-direction, and 

tradition), „self-enhancement“ (containing conformity, security and stimulation), and 

„conservation vs. openness to change“ (containing power, achievement, hedonism and stimulation) 

(Reissmann et al., 2021). From proxy reports on the value-system of target persons with limited 

communicative abilities, only a single factor (termed “generic value orientation” here) could be 

extracted. 

Plan of Analysis 

In a first step, we describe levels and heterogeneity of person and environment chances as 

well as the prevalence of QoL results in very old age. All analyses include available proxy 

information in case the targeted individual was unable to respond (i.e. persons with limited ability 

to communicate, PLC) to avoid under-representation of this most vulnerable part of the population. 

However, because perspectives of persons able to communicate themselves (PC) and proxies of 

PLC may diverge based on item content (e.g., factual versus subjective), analyses were conducted 

in parallel for both subgroups. For multi-item scales, measurement equivalence was tested using a 

structural equation model multi-group (MG-SEM) approach and cross-group parameter constraints 

of factor loadings and item intercepts. If at least partial measurement invariance (MI) was 

established, information for the whole population with combined PC and PLC data was additionally 

reported and the expected bias when omitting PLC from the analysis was discussed.  
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In a second step, we use multiple linear regression to estimate the relative contribution of 

personal and environmental chances to predict differences in QoL results (i.e. positive affect, 

autonomy, perceived appreciation by others). Generalized logistic regressions were estimated for 

the ordinal outcome measures autonomy and perceived burdensomeness. In addition, we use 

correlation analysis to estimate the empirical overlap between these QoL results in very old age.  

All analyses used weights to correct for the disproportional sampling design and survey as 

well as panel nonresponse (Valliant et al., 2013). Standard errors of parameter estimates were 

corrected for the clustering due to the two-stage sampling procedure. All analyses were performed 

using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) and Mplus 8.4 (Muthén & Muthén 1998-2017) software. 

Results 

Descriptive Results 

Estimated population means and prevalences for QoL chances and results are given in Table 1 for 

the PC and PLC subgroups separately.  

 The majority of older adults does not report feelings of being treated like a burden by 

society. However, one in eight adults aged 80 years or older reports such experiences quite a bit or 

very much. The share of older adults reporting such potentially ageist sentiments in PLC is 

approximately double the size of that in PC (i.e., 24.9% versus 12.9%).  

With respect to positive affect, MI testing suggested that latent scores from proxy reports could 

be validly combined with those from self-reports to estimate levels of positive appraisal of own life 

in the very old population. Participants capable of self-report showed an overall mean of 3.3 on the 

five-point scale, corresponding to the “sometimes” and “often” categories. Average positive affect 

in PLC was significantly lower (2.6).  
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On the four-point autonomy scale, more than nine out of ten PC reported high levels of perceived 

autonomy (very much or quite a bit). In contrast, the majority of PLC (60.2%) was characterized 

as not living their lives according to their own preferences by proxy informants.   

Frequency of social contact was high and similar for PLC (3.4) and PC (3.6). Average financial 

resources were lower for PC than for PLC (1,944€ vs. 2,581€, respectively). As Figure 2 illustrates, 

monthly costs for people receiving full inpatient care were higher than the net equivalence income 

reported for community-dwelling people or people in less institutionalized care settings (e.g., 

assisted living). In PC, more than one in five (21.2%) participants have been actively using the 

internet in the past 12 months. In contrast, this rate was considerably lower (1.6%) in PLC. 

Participants reported average scores of 2.5 (PC) and 2.4 (PLC) with regards to anomic feelings, 

representing values in the middle area of the scale. MI of the latent variable “anomie” has been 

established across PC and PLC groups, allowing for direct group comparison. Average anomie 

scores in both groups were not statistically different from one another.   

Functional health was high in PC (1.6 on the 0–2-point scale) but well beyond scale midpoint 

in PLC (0.5). However, tests for MI of the functional health scale showed that scores on the latent 

variable cannot be validly compared across PC and PLC groups. With respect to cognitive status, 

the overall prevalence of beginning dementia was 9.8% in PC. In contrast, 73.5% of PLC showed 

symptoms of at least beginning dementia. The overall prevalence of MCI in PC was 16.4%. In 

PLC, the overall prevalence of MCI was 7.4%. Latent estimates of depressive symptoms were 

higher in PLC (1.6) than in PC (0.3). Tests for MI indicated that information from PC and PLC 

groups could validly be compared and also combined to estimate levels of depressive symptoms in 

the very old population. With respect to the system of values held by older adults, no factor score 

means are presented in Table 1 because these have been fixed at zero in the exploratory structural 
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equations model. However, details of modelling value factors based on the Schwartz scale and 

value priorities in this sample have been described elsewhere (Reissmann et al., 2021). 

Validity of the CHAPO Model 

Associations between different facets of QoL results in very old age (Table 2) were found to 

be of medium to large effect size according to the classification suggested by Brydges (2019) for 

gerontological research (r = .2 and .3, respectively). The strongest link was observed between 

positive affect and perceived autonomy (PC: r = .41, PLC: r = .47). Older individuals who feel 

being treated as a burden to society, however, showed lower levels of autonomy and vice versa. 

While this moderate effect was apparent irrespective of study group, a negative association of 

feelings of burdensomeness with positive affect was only found in PC (r = -.18). 

 Approximately 32% of variance in self-reported burdensomeness could be explained by 

QoL chances, whereas individual background characteristics of PC such as gender or age had no 

predictive value (Table 3). The risk of negative appraisals by others was significantly reduced with 

higher functional health and more self-transcending values. In contrast, higher feelings of anomie 

strongly increased the risk of experiencing negative appraisal by others. Interestingly, higher 

financial resources were slightly but significantly related to higher risk of being treated like a 

burden. In PLC, the set of predictors was limited in its potential to systematically explain 

differences in feelings of being treated like a burden to society, as none of the estimated Odds 

Ratios reached statistical significance. 

Model determination for positive affect was above .46 in both study groups, indicating a strong 

contingency of subjective positive experiences upon individual and environmental life chances. 

Self-enhancement values were strong positive predictors of SWB, while higher self-transcendence 

values were weakly and negatively associated with positive affect. Depressive symptoms were also 
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weakly and negatively related to positive affect. Social contact as an environmental resource 

showed a positive and moderate effect on well-being. A small but significant contribution to well-

being in very old age was also found for internet use. In the PLC subgroup, a similar pattern 

emerged. Global value orientation was strongly related to positive affect. Depressive symptoms 

exhibited a stronger effect on well-being in PLC. Moreover, functional health, cognitive 

impairment and societal values (i.e., anomie) played a more critical role in explaining variance in 

positive affect in this more vulnerable subpopulation.  

The set of predictors was able to explain 33% of variance in autonomy in PC and 37% in the 

more vulnerable (and less autonomous) subgroup of PLC. In the latter, autonomy appeared to be 

solely and strongly dependent on functional health. The pattern of predictive relationships was 

more differentiated in the PC subpopulation. Here, in addition to strong effects for functional health 

and moderate effects for depressive symptoms, self-enhancement values and internet use 

moderately contributed to higher perceived autonomy. More financial resources (or financial 

turnaround in persons living in nursing homes) were associated with less perceived autonomy.  

In summary, the set of QoL chances considered here were able to explain up to nearly half of 

the variance observed in QoL results in very old adults. However, personal and environmental life 

chances contributed differently to distinct aspects of QoL results. Moreover, QoL results in the 

subpopulation of PLC appeared to be influenced by specific (additional) determinants. Individual 

background characteristics such as age group or gender did not predict QoL results in this sample 

of older adults when QoL chances within the person and the environment were simultaneously 

considered.  

 

Discussion 
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This paper gives a comprehensive and multidimensional account of QoL in the population aged 

80 years or older in Germany. By including persons with limited ability to communicate in this 

population-based assessment, the results decisively expand the state of research. 

The descriptive results on the three outcome measures of life results showed that respondents 

did not fully negate feelings of being treated as a burden to society. This is all the more concerning 

against the background that lacking appreciation was also associated with lower well-being and 

less perceived autonomy in this study. An “acceptance problem” of very old age becomes evident 

even if maybe not as pronounced as described by Fürstenberg (2013). According to van Dyk 

(2009), the programmatic “discovery” of potentials of old age in response to lopsided deficit 

models of ageing has led to societal pressure on individuals to preserve and use those potentials for 

the benefits of society, while those who do not live up to such normative expectations are subject 

to devaluation and marginalization.  

Descriptive results on autonomy and positive affect run contrary to the deficit-oriented model 

of ageing. Participants reported frequent positive affect as a marker of appreciation of own life. In 

PLC, positive affect is less frequent. A high degree of autonomy was observed in PC, signaling 

successful life-conduct in very old age. Reported autonomy was, however, lower in PLC. In all 

three examined life results, PLC scored lower than PC, indicating a special need for support in this 

group. 

The main results showed that – in line with the CHAPO-Model – a multidimensional 

discussion of QoL in very old age needs to also consider QoL results beyond appreciation of own 

life and include both appreciation by others and successful life conduct as interrelated, yet distinct 

QoL facets. In addition, findings underscore that life chances are systematically associated with 
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late-life QoL results. Unique contributions were observed for different indicators with respect to 

different life results and between PCs and PLCs.  

Frequency of social contact was a significant predictor of positive affect but unrelated to 

autonomy and burdensomeness. The effect on positive affect is in line with existing evidence from 

other countries and age groups (Netuveli et al., 2006; Pinquart & Sörensen, 2000). So far, research 

on the association between social relations and autonomy has mainly focused on social support 

(Cimarolli et al., 2006; Warner et al., 2011). Social support may be more relevant for autonomy 

than the frequency of contact itself. It is also possible that a more differentiated assessment of social 

contact (e.g., regarding contact mode or relationship) is needed to better understand associations 

with autonomy or perceived burdensomeness. 

Financial resources were not significantly associated with positive affect but were found to 

signal a risk factor for autonomy in PC, but also for burdensomeness in PLC. These findings might 

appear contradictory to existing evidence, but they can be traced back to the higher financial 

turnover in individuals residing in LTC compared to individuals in private households in this study.   

With respect to digital resources, findings that only 21% of those 80 years or older are online 

shows a wide digital gap between generations (Initiative D21, 2020). While the growth of the online 

population is expected to continue (e.g., today’s ageing generation being more experienced in the 

use of technology; Erickson & Johnson, 2011; van Eimeren & Frees, 2014), the gap in very old 

age is expected to persist, as age-related losses in (e.g. sensory, cognitive) abilities impede use of 

(new) technology (Seifert & Schelling, 2015). In fact, the small share of onliners (1.6%) in PLC is 

in line with previous findings that good physical health and cognitive functioning are predictors of 

internet use (Erickson & Johnson, 2011). Internet use contributed to the prediction of positive affect 

and autonomy in this sample. However, Huang (2010) reported small but negative associations 
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between internet use and well-being in her meta-analysis. Detailed examination of sources for this 

contradictory evidence is beyond the scope of this paper and readers are referred to a more thorough 

discussion of antecedents and consequences of ICT use in this sample (Schlomann, Seifert, Zank, 

& Rietz, 2020; Schlomann, Seifert, Zank, Woopen, & Rietz, 2020). 

This study drew on the concept of anomie as important marker of life chances. Our results 

indicate that anomic feelings may be not considerably higher in very old age than in a younger 

sample (mean age 73; Schmidt, 2017) and suggest that the subjective relationship with society as 

a whole may remain stable after a shift of personal priorities that occurs already before the age of 

80. Anomie was a significant predictor of burdensomeness and positive affect (particularly in 

PLC). Hence, our findings do not support Schmidt’s (2017) claim that anomie as perceived distance 

from the outside world may itself be adaptive in the sense of disengagement theory (Cumming & 

Henry, 1961). Structural gaps in the recognition of priorities of today’s very old population or lack 

of opportunity for societal engagement do not create a "privileged” space for coping with 

developmental tasks in late life. 

Tests for MI indicated that the measure of functional health was not comparable in PC and 

PLC and we observed differences in its predictive power across study groups. Functional health 

predicted positive affect only in the more vulnerable PLC, in which adaptation of well-being 

despite health impairments as supposed by theories of psychological coping and self-regulation 

(Schilling et al., 2013) might no longer be possible. Similarly, feelings of burdensomeness were 

found to be unrelated to functional health only in PLC. We speculate that in this subgroup of 

individuals with pronounced functional impairment and elevated levels of perceived 

burdensomeness, negative external appraisal may be more strongly related to specific support or 

care constellations (e.g., no caregiving relative) than to functional status itself. Not surprisingly, 

functional health was the strongest predictor of autonomy in all participants. Similar effects have 
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been reported for community-dwelling (Henchoz et al., 2019; Sánchez-García et al., 2019) and 

institutionalized individuals (Liu et al., 2020). Hence, our findings are in line with expectations 

from self-determination theory (Hertz, 1996) that low ADL impairment results in high perceived 

ability to act autonomously in meeting needs and goals. 

Although PLC showed lower levels of cognitive functioning than PC, relationships with 

respect to age and gender were comparable. Because PLC are often excluded from surveys, 

comparison of prevalence for MCI and dementia estimated in PLC in this study with existing 

studies is limited. Research with the Quality of Life-Alzheimer’s Disease scale has shown that 

cognition has a greater impact on QoL outcomes in proxy ratings than in self-ratings (Römhild et 

al., 2018). Our results for the prediction of positive affect are in line with these well-established 

results. While research emphasizes the importance of involving people with dementia in 

(supported) decision-making (Wied et al., 2019), we found no indication of an adverse effect of 

impaired cognition on perceived autonomy in our sample. 

Depressive symptoms predicted positive affect and autonomy in both study groups. However, 

effect sizes were small in PC and moderate to large in PLC. Contrary to our expectation, depressive 

symptoms were not found to be related to the feeling of burdensomeness.  

In respondents able to give detailed report on their personal values, a differentiated pattern of 

relationships with QoL results was observed. The finding that self-transcendence was negatively 

related to positive affect was unexpected, as palliative care patients with such “macro worries” 

have been found to show higher well-being (concerned with self-enhancement values; Fegg et al., 

2005). In line with our finding of a positive predictive value of self-enhancement, we speculate that 

well-being for most individuals in their eighties and nineties is still contingent upon agency and 

priorities for engagement and self-enhancement. In contrast, self-transcendence values may signal 
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concern for others (e.g. in caregiving relationships) that represent risks to one’s own well-being. 

This interpretation is also in line with our additional finding that self-transcendence values are 

protective against negative external appraisal. Although a shift towards conservation with ageing 

has been discussed as an adaptive process (I. Borg et al., 2017) and has been found to be positively 

related to QoL results (Fegg et al., 2005; Fung et al., 2016; Robinson, 2013), we found no evidence 

of associations with the range of QoL results considered here. In the PLC subgroup, the single 

generic value orientation factor was positively related to positive affect, highlighting the 

importance of explicating one’s priorities for successful life conduct with more pronounced health 

impairment. 

Limitations and Future Directions 

Smaller sample size effectively limited the potential to statistically substantiate small effects 

in PLC. We still consider including them in a population-based sample an important improvement 

as compared to excluding them completely. It allowed us to assess MI and to compare QoL results 

directly. Explained total variance was higher in PLC, suggesting higher relevance of the 

explanative model in more vulnerable individuals. Interestingly, whereas burdensomeness was 

negatively associated with positive affect in PC, no such effect was observed in the subpopulation 

of very old individuals represented in the survey by interviews with family members or close 

affiliates. We cautiously consider this a hint towards a protective effect of an engaged social 

network that buffers and compensates for negative external appraisal. However, this interpretation 

needs further substantiation as information bias in proxy interviews might have impacted the 

results.  

Actual costs for respondents residing in LTC facilities were used in this study as a useful 

marker for financial asset in the institutionalized population; nevertheless, correspondence with net 
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household income in private settings is limited. Second, although data represents adults 80+ in 

Germany’s most populous Federal state, generalizability to other regions may be limited.  

Finally, further insights into mechanisms linking QoL chances to results will be possible upon 

completion of the second wave of data collection. Using panel data instead of cross-sectional data, 

changes in QoL results can analyzed over time.  
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Table 1. QoL chances and results in very old adults with and without limited capacity to answer 

interview questions themselves. 

M (SD) or % PC (self-report) PLC (no self-report) 

QoL chances of the individual 

Functional health (0-2)a 1.6 (0.4) 0.5 (0.5) 

Cognitive status   

- MCI 16.4% 7.4% 

- Beginning (suspected) AD 9.8% 73.5% 

Depressive symptoms (0-4) 0.28 (1.32) 1.55 (1.36) 

QoL chances of the environment 

Social contact (1-5) 3.6 (0.9) 3.4 (1.1) 

Financial resources (in Euro) 1,944 (1,282) 2,581 (1,821) 

Digital resources (internet use) 21.1% 1.6% 

Societal values (anomie, 1-4)a,b 2.5 (0.5) 2.4 (0.9) 

QoL results 

Appraisal of own life (positive affect, 1-5)a,b 3.3 (0.8) 2.6 (0.8) 

Appraisal by others (burden to society)   

- Not at all/rather not 87.1% 75.1% 

- Very much/quite a bit 12.9% 24.9% 

Successful life conduct (autonomy)   

- Not at all/rather not 8.5% 60.2% 

- Very much/quite a bit 91.5% 39.8% 

Note. Weighted data. PC = persons able to conduct the interview themselves (self-report), PLC = 

persons with limited ability to conduct the interview (proxy report). aEstimated latent means given 
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in original response scale. bValid comparison of figures for PC and PLC possible because 

measurement equivalence was established. 
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Table 2. Associations between facets of QoL results in very old age. 

Correlation Group Appreciation of own life 

(positive affect) 

Successful life conduct 

(autonomy) 

Successful life conduct 

(autonomy)a 

PC .41*** 1 

PLC .47*** 1 

Appreciation by others 

(burden to society)a 

PC -.18*** -.33*** 

PLC .01 n.s. -.25** 

Note. Weighted data. *** p<.001, ** p<.01, * p<.05, n.s. p≥.05. a Bivariate correlations for 

categorical observed variables are based on underlying continuous latent response variables.  
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Table 3. Prediction of QoL results by QoL chances. 

Standardized 

regression 

 parameter estimate or 

odds ratio (95% 

confidence limits) 

Appreciation by others  

(burden to societya) 

Appreciation of 

own life (positive 

affectb) 

Successful life conduct  

(autonomyb) 

PC PLC PC PLC PC PLC 

Life-ability of the person 

Functional health 0.44 (0.23 -

0.70) 

0.84 (0.09 – 

5.91) 
-0.06 0.29** 

3.98 (2.31 – 

7.40) 

9.29 (2.67 – 

58.1) 

Cognitive status (ref: 

age-adequate) 
      

 - MCI 0.82 (0.48 – 

1.48) 

3.16 (0.0 – 

14.2) 
-0.02 -0.11 

1.20 (0.63 – 

1.79) 

0.89 (0.06 – 

4.39) 

 - Beginning 

(suspected) AD 

0.90 (0.56 – 

1.35) 

3.11 (0.2 – 

40.8) 
-0.06 -0.24(*) 

1.04 (0.48 – 

2.09) 

0.66 (0.16 – 

1.79) 

Depressive symptoms 1.18 (0.96 – 

1.43) 

1.35 (0.56 – 

2.75) 
-0.17* -0.38** 

0.73 (0.61 – 

0.84) 

0.75 (0.52 – 

1.08) 

Personal values       

 - Generic value 

orientation 
- 

1.28 (0.42 – 

3.94) 
- 0.36**  

1.34 (0.61 – 

2.66) 

 - Self-transcendence 0.59 (0.07 – 

0.80) 
- -0.19* - 

1.13 (0.86 – 

1.54) 
- 

 - Conservation 1.00 (0.62 – 

1.70) 
- -0.01 - 

0.94 (0.40 – 

1.29) 
- 

 - Self-enhancement 0.70 (0.48 – 

1.16) 
- 0.51*** - 

1.74 (1.28 – 

2.38) 
- 

Livable environment 

Social contact 0.89 (0.72 – 

1.21) 

1.17 (0.44 – 

2.71) 
0.26*** 0.26** 

1.19 (0.98 – 

1.41) 

1.34 (0.75 – 

2.51) 

Financial resourcesc 1.01 (1.00 – 

1.02) 

1.03 (0.97 – 

1.06) 
-0.01 0.15 

0.99 (0.97 - 

<1.0) 

0.98 (0.95 – 

1.03) 

Digital resources (ref: 

no internet use) 

0.90 (0.56 – 

1.35) 
- 0.09** - 

1.98 (1.28 – 

3.32) 
- 
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Societal values 

(anomie) 

3.26 (1.69 – 

6.16) 

3.86 (0.71 – 

18.8) 
-0.06 0.25* 

0.98 (0.64 – 

1.50) 

1.00 (0.21 – 

3.07) 

Socio-demographic characteristics 

Gender (ref: male) 1.02 (0.58 – 

1.70) 

0.44 (0.02 – 

5.60) 0.01 -0.12 

0.67 (0.34 – 

1.18)  

0.56 (0.20 – 

2.36) 

Age group (ref: 80-84 

yrs)           

- 85-89 yrs 1.43 (0.96 – 

2.29) 

0.22 (0.0 – 

2.40) -0.06 -0.17 

0.69 (0.35 – 

1.06) 

0.48 (0.05 – 

7.86) 

- 90 yrs or older 0.79 (0.47 – 

1.39) 

0.24 (0.01 – 

13.5) -0.05 -0.14 

0.89 (0.46 – 

1.58) 

1.65 (0.18 – 

10.5) 

Interaction           

- Female 85-89 

yrs 

0.81 (0.39 – 

1.43) 

2.07 (0.03 – 

166.9) 0.05 0.34 

2.13 (0.94 – 

4.22) 

1.74 (0.08 – 

51.8) 

- Female 90+ yrs 1.50 (0.46 – 

3.43) 

1.18 (0.0 – 

154.7) 0.07 0.31 

1.36 (0.62 – 

3.39) 

0.62 (0.09 – 

7.64) 

Model R² 0.318 0.448 0.461 0.486 0.328 0.366 

 Notes. PC = persons able to conduct the interview themselves (self-report), PLC = persons 

with limited ability to conduct the interview (proxy report). a Generalized logistic regression of 

categorical dependent variable. b MI has been established across PC and PLC groups. c Square 

root transformation was used to normalize net household equivalence income.  *** p<.001, ** 

p<.01, * p<.05, (*) p<.10 (power restriction in PLC). 
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Fig. 1 Challenges and potentials model of Quality of Life in very old age (CHAPO, Wagner et 

al. 2018) 

  

Fig. 2 Monthly cost for full stationary care in LTC facilities and net equivalence household 

income in private dwellings or care settings other than full stationary care. In the group LTC - 

80 to 84 years - Male, there was only a single individual (4,842€) 
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4.5 Multimorbidity in old age and its impact on life results 

The fifth paper examines the frequency of multimorbidity and common diseases in old age and 

the impact of multimorbidity on autonomy, life satisfaction, ADL, and IADL in different age and 

sex groups of the old age. Multimorbidity is measured via self-reports of currently treated 

diseases. 
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5 Discussion 

All five presented papers look at difficulties in achieving representativity. The first paper 

researches the exclusion of groups that are difficult to survey and finds that the exclusion of 

the nursing home population, people with dementia, and people who are represented by 

proxies leads to substantial bias and consequently to a reduction of representativity as 

estimated by R-indicators. Furthermore, it discovers that an exclusion of each of the three 

groups results in some bias in social economic status, functioning, and well-being.  

The second paper implicitly explores measurement errors that derive from two interview 

settings that are common and sometimes necessary when surveying the oldest old: present 

third persons and proxy interviews. An analysis of measurement invariance shows that 

answers given by proxy informants as well as answers given when third persons are present 

differ in their factorial structure from answers given in interviews conducted with target persons 

only. While this result does not allow for an assessment of the validity of each measurement, 

it shows that the construct is understood differently between self-reported interviews and proxy 

interviews as well as interviews with present third persons. The paper concludes that self-

reports are more purposeful for the examined research question because at a later stage, elder 

abuse is related to constructs that were also captured via the mode of self-reports.  

The third paper addresses the exclusion of interviews with present third persons and interviews 

conducted with proxies. In Supplement 1, possible consequences for some variable estimates 

of the sample resulting from the exclusion of these interviews are displayed in Table 1. To 

reduce this bias, a recalculation of the survey weights was performed. Apparently, the resulting 

bias in some variables can be reduced, but does not completely disappear. In particular, people 

with dementia who are mainly represented by proxy interviews are significantly better 

represented after reweighting. A shortcoming of this approach is that the resulting sample only 

includes people within early stages of dementia who are meant represent the whole dementia 

population, including later stages. However, this frame error was wilfully accepted over the 

alternative of a measurement error resulting from a joint analysis of proxy interviews, interviews 

with present persons, and self-reports. It should be pointed out that the quality of the excluded 

interviews might be reduced because present third persons as well as proxy informants could 

be perpetrators of abuse. Therefore, it can be argued that in this case, the reduction of 

measurement error through the exclusion of certain interviews outweighs the reduction of 

frame error resulting from their inclusion. 

The multidimensional measurement of different facets of quality of life is the focus of the fourth 

paper. With regard to representativity, a different approach was chosen and analyses of self-

reports and proxy reports were presented separately. While this results in the disadvantage of 

abandoning the idea of having one estimator for the whole population, it has the advantage of 

reducing measurement error when allowing different factor loadings between the two 

presented groups within the chosen latent variable approach. Furthermore, it allows for 

different measuring instruments in both groups, which can further reduce measurement error. 

In this case, the DemTect was used for the measurement of cognition in self-reports (Kalbe et 

al., 2004), and the Global Deterioration Scale was used for proxy reports (Reisberg et al., 

1982). The approach of reweighting used in the third paper had to balance measurement error 

against frame error and, therefore, had to accept one of the shortcomings. This is not 

necessary in this approach, which enables researchers to reduce measurement error while 

keeping frame error constant. However, the idea of having one estimator for the whole 

population cannot be maintained here. Representativity is achieved in the sense of a mosaic 

by a combination of different analyses and results. It should explicitly be pointed out that the 

definitions of strong and weak representativity by Schouten, Cobben, and Bethlehem (2009) 
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do not require one estimator for the whole population but refer only to response probabilities, 

with R-indicators referring to the variance of response probabilities which are not influenced 

by this approach. However, this approach might not be appropriate if the research question 

requires one estimator for the population, which is often the case in political reports as well as 

in research on elder abuse.. 

The fifth paper states that multimorbidity is common in old age: 31% of the sample reports to 

be treated for five or more diseases, and only 5% of the sample is currently not treated for any 

disease. All data is based on reports of treated conditions. The Berlin Ageing Study 

(Steinhagen-Thiessen & Borchelt, 2010) finds a difference between diagnoses made by 

general practitioners and by project physicians and concludes that underdiagnosis is common 

in the very old. This raises the question whether the information provided in the paper is also 

affected by underdiagnosis and specification error. To rule this out, professional diagnostics 

would be required, which would mean an increase in costs. It would also make the survey 

more strenuous and therefore less accessible, which can create nonresponse bias towards 

healthy subpopulations. In addition, it should be pointed out that the interpretation of the Berlin 

Ageing Study that diagnoses made by project physicians are to be preferred over those made 

by general practitioners, some of whom have known the very old patients for decades, is not 

unambiguous. 

Limitations and Future Directions 

The constructs of dementia, multimorbidity, and elder abuse investigated in this thesis are not 

sufficient to describe old age in its entirety. However, the problems in surveying these 

constructs among the oldest old described herein are typical for gerontological research and 

can be applied to further constructs. Nevertheless, the advantages and disadvantages of 

including hard-to-survey groups must always be weighed and final decisions depend on the 

research context and are construct-specific.  

In all examined constructs, analytical approaches for the quantification and measurement of 

different kinds of errors are scarce, which might stem from the common “publish or perish” 

culture that fosters surprisingly significant results.  

Der Publikationsdruck, der aufwändige Publikationsprozess und der wirtschaftliche 

Druck mögen jedoch in manchen Fällen auch nach der Replikationskrise dazu führen, 

dass mit Ergebnissen unkritisch umgegangen und aus Zeitmangel keine tiefgehende 

Reflexion stattfindet, insbesondere, was die Möglichkeit verschiedener Arten von 

Fehlern anbelangt. (Spitzer & Spitzer, 2020, p. 413) 

However, the pressure to publish, the elaborate publication process and the economic 

pressure may in some cases, even after the replication crisis, lead to an uncritical 

approach to results and a lack of deep reflection due to a lack of time, especially with 

regard to the possibility of different types of errors.  

Therefore, gerontology needs to promote critical research that explores and quantifies different 

kinds of errors. In the topics presented here, there seems to be a better understanding of 

measurement errors that occur between self-reports, interviews with present third persons, 

and proxy-interviews in dementia research, and a more transparent handling of specification 

errors in elder abuse and multimorbidity research, where it seems that different constructs are 

explored under the same name. Gerontology also needs to enable researchers to weigh 

different kinds of survey errors. In a first step, this requires data generation within the hard-to-

survey groups, such as the nursing home population, which can trigger subsequent phases of 

data collection, even if they result in increased costs for social research Institutes.  
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Conclusion 

Old age is characterised by several overlapping subpopulations that are hard to survey. This 

includes people with dementia, the nursing home population, people who cannot participate in 

surveys by self-report and are represented by proxies, or people who can only participate when 

third persons are present who assist the target persons. The inclusion of these groups reduces 

frame error and increases representativity but can lead to measurement error that needs to be 

understood and can sometimes be handled. One method for the reduction of measurement 

error is the exclusion of some subpopulations and the subsequent recalibration of survey 

weights to improve the representation of the excluded populations. This approach is useful 

when one estimator for the whole population is needed or common in the respective research 

field, as is the case with elder abuse prevalence estimations. Secondly, the mosaic approach 

can control frame error while possibly reducing measurement error. This approach is suitable 

whenever it is not required to calculate an estimator for the whole sample.  
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